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Summary. In the scientific literature there are several proofs for the Liouville theorem and
the small Picard theorem for analytic and meromorphic functions. In this paper, new proofs
are presented for the Liouville theorem and the small Picard theorem. These are obtained as
direct (simple) consequences of the Väisälä theorem for the constantness of continuous
functions and the Montel theorems on the normality of a family of functions. The exhibited
material is analyzed in relation to the of Bloch and Zalcman principle.
1 INTRODUCTION
The French mathematician Paul Montel, a member of the French Academy of Sciences
(1937), defended his doctoral thesis titled “Sur les suites infines de fonctions” (Université de
Paris) in 1907, in which he studied a normal family of functions. This laid the foundations of
a new field of mathematics, known as the Theory of Normal Families of Functions. The name
of a normal family of functions appears in his work [12], published in 1911.
The French mathematician Henri Milloux said the following about the importance of the
theory of normal family functions: “La theorie des familles normales de fonctions doit etre
consideree comme l'une des decouvertes les plus belles, et les plus importantes par sa
fecondite, de cette premiere moitie du siecle”. (The theory of normal families of functions
should be regarded as one of the most beautiful discoveries, and most importantly its
fruitfulness in the first half of the 20th century) [21].
The thuthfulness of Milloux's words is reiterated by the fact that the theory of normal
families of functions has found wide applications in many mathematical disciplines: in the
classical theory of a functions of a complex variable (in the proof of Riemann's theorem on
conformal mapping of a disk, the proof of Picard and Julia's theorem on the boundary
behavior of holomorphic functions in their singular points, and so on, see [1, 11, 14, 15, 16,
20, 21, 22], holomorphic dynamics (the dynamics of the Möbius map, the dynamics of
Riemann surfaces, in particular, the dynamics of hyperbolic surfaces, see [2, 11, 15]), the
theory of boundary sets (asymptotic limit values of functions, see, e.g., [8, 9, 16, 15]),
functional analysis (compactness theorems in metric function spaces, Arzela-Ascoli theorem,
see [1,20]), the theory of iterations with rational functions, and so on.
We particularly emphasize the application of the theory of normal families of holomorphic
(meromorphic) functions in obtaining results relating to the rapidly developing domain of the
theory of complex variable functions associated with the Bloch principle. The Bloch principle
is contained in the heuristic assumption: “One guiding principle in their study has been the
heuristic principle which says that a family of functions meromorphic (or holomorphic) in a
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification: 30D45, 30-03, 30xx.
Key words and Phrases: Normal families of functions; Liouville’s theorem; Picard’s theorem; Bloch principle.
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domain and possessing a certain property is likely to be normal if there is no nonconstant
function meromorphic (holomorphic) in the plane which has this property”.
Originally, Bloch formulated this principle in the following manner: “Nihil est in infinito
quod non prius fuerit in finito.” (see [3, 4]).
It should be noted that the Bloch Principles are used as a roadmap for formulating some
mathematical hypotheses that must be further justified. There are many counterexamples
which prove that the Bloch Principle does not always yield a correct mathematical statement
(other articles [19]).
The generalization of the Bloch Principle is given by Robinson-Zalcman’s “Heuristic
Principle”, which represents its mathematical formalization (see: [3, 21, 24]).
We emphasize that in addition to the Bloch Principle, the inverse of the Bloch Principle,
which says: “If any family of meromorphic functions satisfying a (suitable) property P in an
arbitrary domain is necessarily normal, then a function that is meromorphic in  and
possesses P reduces to a constant” (see: [16]) is studied. There are counterexamples for the
inverse Bloch Principle (see: [10, 21]).
A detailed overview of the results related to the Bloch principle is given in [3].
Bloch's principle and it’s inverse are illustrated by Montel's theorem on the normality of a
family of analytic functions and the Liouville’s theorems, as well as Montel's theorems on the
normality of a family of analytic (meromorphic) functions which omit the fixed values and
the first (small) Picard's theorem.
The theorem of Liouville concerning the constancy of entire analytic functions and the first
Picard’s theorem on the values of analytic functions on the complex plane have a special and
significant place in classical theory of functions of a complex variable.
Many proofs of these theorems can be found in literature, from “elementary”, which use
some inequalities from the theory of analytic functions, the Cauchy integral formula, the
expansion of an analytic function to a Taylor series, to those which use the elliptic modular
function, or the theorems mentioned above can be obtained as consequences of theorems in
“complex” mathematical theories (see: [1, 4, 6, 7, 11, 17, 20, 22]).
For example, the "elementary" proof of Picard's small theorem without the use of an elliptic
modular function was given by Borel in 1896 (see [6]). The "elementary" proof of Picard's
small theorem was also given by Bloch in 1926 (see [4]). Namely, Picard's theorem can be
easily obtained from the Landau theorem or from the Bloch theorem (see [17], pp. 258-260,
or [18], pp. 233-235).
Encouraged by the concept of Bloch's principle, in this article, from Monteel's theorem
about the normality of a family of analytic and meromorphic functions (see [13, 21]) and
Theorem 2 of Väisälä [23], we will simply (directly) prove the Liouville theorems and the
small Picard theorem.
This evidence differs from the obtaining of the Liouville theorem and the small Picard
theorem from 4.1.6 in [21], which represents the mathematical formalization of the inverse
Bloch principle, which is in fact obtained as a consequence of the Marti's theorem about the
normal families of functions and conditions i) and ii) from Definitions 4.1.1 from [21].
It is interesting to highlight that Liouville's theorem was proved by O. Cauchy in 1844, and
that in that same year, Liouville proved only a special case of that assertion. (see [22]).
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2 PRELIMINARY NOTATIONS, DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS
We will denote the set of real numbers with  , the set of complex numbers with
   z z  x  iy , x, y   , and the Riemannian sphere with      . We will also set

G     az  b a, b  , a  0 to be the Mobius automorphism group of the conformal

complex plane  .
The convergence on  and  are given in Euclidean and spherical metrics. These metrics
are equivalent on compact sets in .





A family   f f : O  of functions on a domain O   is normal in O if every
sequence of functions

 fn   

contains either a subsequence which converges to a limit

function f ء uniformly on each compact subset of O, or a subsequence which converges
uniformly to  on each compact subset. A family  of functions is normal at a point z  O if
it is a normal family in some neighborhood of z. If O , then the family functions 
normal at the point  if the family if   f  z 1  f   is a normal family in 0. It is





known that a family of functions  is normal in a domain O if and only if  is normal at
each point of O (see ([13, 21]).
Here we formulate propositions on the normality of a family of functions that are
necessary for the proof of the Liouville’s theorem and the Picard’s theorem.
Theorem A (theorem 2, [23] p. 17). If f  z  is continuous function on  and


 f  g  z 

g  G 

 is a normal family on  , then f  z  is

constant.

Theorem B (Montel 's Theorem, [12]; [16], p. 35). If  is a locally bounded family of
analytic functions on a domain O, then  is a normal family in O.
Theorem C (Montel 's Theorem, [13], p. 58 ; Fundamental Normality Test [21], p. 54).
Let  be the family of analytic functions on a domain O which omit two fixed values a and b
in  . Then  is normal in O.
Theorem D (Montel 's Theorem, [13], p. 108 ; Fundamental Normality Test [21], p. 74).
Let  be the family of meromorphic functions on a domain O which omit three distinct
values a, b, c in  . Then  is normal in O.
Remark 1. Using Schottky's theorem, which is obtained by using the Bloch theorem (see
[17], p. 261), Theorem C can be obtained from Theorem B without the use of an elliptic
modular function (see [21], p. 59).
Remark 2. Theorem D can be easily obtained from Theorem C (see [13], p. 106, or, p.
[21], p. 74).
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3 PROOF OF THEOREMS OF LIOUVILLE AND PICARD
Theorem 1 (Liouville’s Theorem). A bounded function f which is defined and analytic
everywhere on  must be constant.
Proof. From the boundedness of the analytic function f it follows that the
is a bounded family of analytic functions on  . Then it
1   f  g  z  g  G   





follows from theorem B that 1 is a normal family of functions on  . Now the assertion of
the theorem follows directly from Theorem A.
Theorem 2 (small Picard's Theorem). Let f :    be a non-constant analytic
function. Then there exists at most one z   which does not lie in the image of f .
Proof. Suppose that Theorem 2 is false, that is, that there exists an analytic function
f :    which is not a constant, which takes all values except two or more fixed values

from the set  . Consider the family 1 

 f  g  z 

g  G 

 . The functions of the

family 1 , of course, do not take two fixed values in  . Therefore, it follows from theorem
C that the family is a normal family of analytic functions on  . Then theorem A implies that
f is a constant in  , which contradicts our assumption. The above contradiction completes
the proof of theorem 2.
Theorem 3 (small Picard's Theorem for meromorphic functions). Let f :    be a
non-constant meromorphic function. Then there exist at most two values with  not lying in
the image of f.
Theorem 3 is proved in the same way as theorem 2 with the distinction that theorem D is
used instead of theorem C in the proof.
Question. Can the theorems of Liouville and Picard for harmonic functions be obtained be
obtained in the same way?
Acknowledgements: This work was supported by the MEPhI Academic Excellence Project
(agreement with the Ministry of Education and Science of the Russian Federation of August
27, 2013, project no. 02.a03.21.0005)..
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Summary. Valuable collections such as semiopen, ⋆-open, semi*-I-open etc. have been
handled in the most of the research areas of the topology for many applications. In the present
paper, a new topological collection, namely semi⋆ -open sets, containing topology and ⋆topology is introduced and studied. Basic investigations of semi⋆ -open subsets are discussed.
1

INTRODUCTION

In 1963, Levine introduced the collection of semiopen sets [18]. In 1990, Janković and
Hamlett studied the concept of ⋆-topology [16]. In 2012, Ekici and Noiri introduced the
notion of semi*-I-open sets [10]. After the basic papers, many papers related to main subjects
have been occured in the topology and furthermore, these collections have been handled in the
most of the research areas of the topology, [1]-[7], [12]-[14], [19,20], etc. In the present
paper, a new topological collection, namely semi⋆ -open sets, containing topology and ⋆topology is introduced and studied. Main investigations of semi⋆ -open sets are discussed.
A topological space will be denoted by (,) and cl(R) and int(R) denote the closure and
the interior of Rℜ, respectively, in this paper.
Suppose that I is a nonempty family of sets in a set . Consider the following two
conditions: (a) If PI and RP, RI, (b) If RI and PI, RPI. If these two conditions are
satisfied, I is called an ideal on ℜ [17].
Suppose that (,) is a topological space and I is an ideal on . The following is called the
local function of R (with respect to I and ): (.)⋆:P()→P(), R⋆{Ɩ: RP∉I for each P
such that ƖP} [17].
cl⋆(R)RR⋆ is a Kuratowski closure operator [16]. In [16], a new topology called ⋆topology was introduced. It is generated by cl⋆ and denoted by ⋆ [16].
Definition 1.1 A set R in an ideal space (,,I) is said to be
(a) -I-open [15] if Rcl(int(cl⋆(R))).
(b) semi-I-open [15] if Rcl⋆(int(R)).
(c) semi*-I-open [10] if Rcl(int⋆(R)).
(d) semi*-I-closed [10] if X∖R is semi*-I-open.
Lemma 1.2 ([10]) Let (,,I) be an ideal space. Each semi-I-open set is semi*-I-open.
Definition 1.3 ([8]) A set R in an ideal space (,,I) is said to be
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification: 54A10, 54A05.
Key words and Phrases: ⋆-closed, ⋆-open, semiopen, ⋆-topology, semi*-I-open, semi⋆ -open, semi⋆ -closed, β∗ open, dense, pre∗ -open, semi-I-open.
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(a) β∗ -open if Rcl(int⋆(cl(R))).
(b) β∗ -closed if X∖R is β∗ -open.
(c) pre∗ -open if Rint⋆(cl(R)).
Theorem 1.4 ([8]) Let (,,I) be an ideal space and R. If R is a -I-open set, then R is
a β∗ -open set.
A set R in a space (,) is called semiopen [18] if Rcl(int(R)).
2 A NEW TOPOLOGICAL OBSERVATION CONNECTED WITH TOPOLOGY
AND ⋆-TOPOLOGY: 𝐬𝐞𝐦𝐢⋆𝐈 -OPEN SETS
In this section, the collections of semi⋆ -open sets and semi⋆ -closed sets are introduced.
Definition 2.1 Let (,,I) be an ideal space and ={}{P: P and there exists a ⋆open set E such that P∖cl(E)∈I}.
(a) If R∈, then R is called semi⋆ -open.
(b) If ℜ∖R is semi⋆ -open, R⊂ is called semi⋆ -closed.
Theorem 2.2 Let (,,I) be an ideal space and R be semi⋆ -open sets for . Then
∩ ∈ R is semi⋆ -open.
Proof. In case R for each , it follows that ∩ ∈ R is semi⋆ -open.
Assume R  for an α . Since R  is semi⋆ -open in , then there exists a ⋆open
set
F≠
such
that
R ∖cl(F)I.
Since
∩ ∈ RR ,
then
(∩ ∈ R)∖cl(F)⊂ R ∖cl(F)I. This implies (∩ ∈ R)∖cl(F)I. Therefore, ∩ ∈ R is
semi⋆ -open.
Remark 2.3 There exist semi⋆ -open sets R and P such that RP is not semi⋆ -open
for an ideal space (,,I).
Example 2.4 Let consider the ideal space (,,I) where ={, , , ϱ, }, ={, {, },
{, ϱ, }, } and I={}. In this ideal space, R={} and P={} are semi⋆ -open but
RP is not semi⋆ -open.
Theorem 2.5 Let (,,I) be an ideal space. Assume that R is semi⋆ -open and PR.
Then P is semi⋆ -open in .
Proof. Assume that R is semi⋆ -open and PR. Then there exists a ⋆-open set F such
that R∖cl(F)I. Moreover, we have
P∖cl(F)R∖cl(F)I.
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Therefore, P∖cl(F)I. Thus, P is semi⋆ -open in .
Theorem 2.6 Let (,,I) be an ideal space. Assume that R is β∗ -open and also it is not
dense in . Then R is semi⋆ -open in .
Proof. Let R be β∗ -open set. Let R be not dense in . It follows R⊂cl(int⋆(cl(R))).
Moreover, cl(R)  and thus
int⋆(cl(R)) .
Put Eint⋆(cl(R)). Therefore, we have
R∖cl(E)I.
Hence, R is semi⋆ -open.
Remark 2.7 Let (,,I) be an ideal space. There exists a β∗ -open subset such that it is not
semi⋆ -open in  as it is shown in the following example.
Example 2.8 Let consider the ideal space (,,I) where {, , , ϱ, }, λ{, {, },
{, ϱ, }, } and I{}. In this ideal space, R{, } is β∗ -open but R is not semi⋆ -open.
Remark 2.9 Let (,,I) be an ideal space. The following example shows that there exists a
semi⋆ -open subset such that it is not β∗ -open in .
Example 2.10 Let consider the ideal space (,,I) where {, , , ϱ}, {, {}, {,
}, {, , }, } and I{, {}, {ϱ}, {ω, ϱ}}. In this ideal space, R{ϱ} is semi⋆ -open
but R is not β∗ -open.
Corollary 2.11 Let (,,I) be an ideal space. Assume that R is -I-open or pre∗ -open
and also it is not dense in . Then R is semi⋆ -open in .
Proof. Let R be -I-open or pre∗ -open. Then it is β∗ -open by Theorem 2.2 of [8]. So, it
follows from Theorem 2.6.
Theorem 2.12 Let (,,I) be an ideal space. R is semi⋆ -open if and only if R or
there exist FI and a ⋆-open set J such that R∖Fcl(J).
Proof. Let R be semi⋆ -open. Assume that R. Since R is semi⋆ -open, this
implies that there exists a ⋆-open set J such that R∖cl(J)I. We have
R∖(R∖cl(J))cl(J).
Let FR∖cl(J). Consequently, R∖Fcl(J).
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Conversely, assume R. Then R is semi⋆ -open. Suppose that there exist FI and a ⋆open set J such that R∖Fcl(J). This implies that
R∖cl(J)F.
Since R∖cl(J)F, then R∖cl(J)I. Hence, R is semi⋆ -open.
Theorem 2.13 Let (,,I) be an ideal space. R is semi⋆ -closed iff R or there exist
FI and a ⋆-closed set E such that int(E)∖FR.
Proof. Let R be semi⋆ -closed. Let consider R. Then we have ∖R. Since
∖R is semi⋆ -open, then there exists a ⋆-open subset J such that
(∖R)∖cl(J)I.
Let F(∖R)∖cl(J). Then FI and ∖R⊂cl(J)F. It follows that
(∖cl(J))( ∖F)⊂R.
Let consider E∖J. Then E is ⋆-closed and E. Furthermore, int(E)( ∖F) R.
Hence, int(E)∖FR.
Conversely, let R. Then R is semi⋆ -closed in . Suppose that there exist FI and a ⋆closed set E such that
int(E)∖FR.
We have ∖R (∖int(E))F. Let J∖E. Then J≠ is ⋆-open. Since
∖R (∖int(E))F,
then we have ∖Rcl(J)F. So, (∖R)∖Fcl(J). Concequently, ∖R is semi⋆ -open in 
by Theorem 2.12 and hence R is semi⋆ -closed in .
Theorem 2.14 Let (,,I) be an ideal space. R is semi⋆ -closed iff R or there exists
a ⋆-closed subset E such that int(E)∖RI.
Proof. Let R be semi⋆ -closed. By Theorem 2.13, there exist FI and a ⋆-closed set
E such that int(E)∖FR. It follows that int(E)∖RF. Therefore, int(E)∖RI.
Conversely, in case R, it follows that R⊂ is semi⋆ -closed. Assume that there exist a
⋆-closed set E such that int(E)∖RI. Let consider Fint(E)∖R. Then F is in I and
int(E)∖FR. Thus, by Theorem 2.13, R is semi⋆ -closed.
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3

FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS

In this section, further investigations on the collections of semi⋆ -open sets and semi⋆ closed sets are discussed.
Theorem 3.1 Let (,,I) be an ideal space. Suppose that R, int⋆(R) and RI. Then
R is semi⋆ -open.
Proof. Let R, int⋆(R) and RI. Then
R∖cl(int⋆(R)))I.
Thus, R is semi⋆ -open.
Theorem 3.2 Let (,,I) be an ideal space. If there exists a ⋆-open set P such that P and
P is dense, each set in  is semi⋆ -open.
Proof. Let P be ⋆-open and dense such that P. Let R. In case R, it follows
that R is semi⋆ -open. In case R, it follows that R∖cl(P)I. Therefore, R is semi⋆ -open.
Definition 3.3 Let (,,I), (,,J) be ideal spaces and ℓ: → be a function.
(a) If ℓ(R) is ⋆-closed for each ⋆-closed set R in , ℓ: → is said to be ⋆-closed [9],
(b) If ℓ(R) is ⋆-open for each ⋆-open set R in , ℓ: → is said to be ⋆-open [11].
Theorem 3.4 Let (,,I), (,,ℓ(I)) be ideal spaces and ℓ: → be a bijection, ⋆-open
and continuous function where ℓ(I){ℓ(I): I∈I}. ℓ(R) is a semi⋆ -open set for a semi⋆ -open
subset R.
Proof. Let R be a semi⋆ -open subset. In case R=, it follows that ℓ(R)  is semi⋆ open in . Assume that R. Since R is semi⋆ -open, there exists a ⋆-open set F such
that R∖cl(F)I. We have ℓ(R∖cl(F))ℓ(I). Then ℓ(R)∖ℓ(cl(F))ℓ(I). This implies
ℓ(R)∖cl(ℓ(F))
 ℓ(R)∖ℓ(cl(F))ℓ(I).
and furthermore ℓ(R)∖cl(ℓ(F))ℓ(I). Since ℓ(R)∖cl(ℓ(F))ℓ(I), ℓ(R) is semi⋆ -open.
Corollary 3.5 Let (,,I), (,,ℓ(I)) be ideal spaces and ℓ: → be a bijection, ⋆-closed
and continuous function where ℓ(I)={ℓ(I): II}. ℓ(R)  is a semi⋆ -open subset for semi⋆ open R.
Proof. Follows in view of Theorem 3.4.
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Theorem 3.6 Let (,,I) be an ideal space. R is semi⋆ -closed in  iff R or there
exist FI and a ⋆-closed set E such that int(E)RF.
Proof. Let R be semi⋆ -closed in . By Theorem 2.14, R= or there exists a ⋆-closed
subset E such that
int(E)∖RI.
Put Fint(E)∖R. This implies F∈I and furthermore, int(E)RF.
Conversely suppose that R or there exist FI and a ⋆-closed subset E such that
int(E)RF. This implies
int(E)∖RF.
Since FI, then int(E)∖RI. Concequently, by Theorem 2.14, R is semi⋆ -closed in .
Theorem 3.7 Let (,,I) be an ideal space and let ={}{P: P≠ and there exist a
⋆-open subset F and an element G of I such that Pcl(F)G}. Then R is semi⋆ -open
iff R∈.
Proof. Follows in view of Theorem 2.12.
Theorem 3.8 Let (,,I) be an ideal space and let R be semi*-I-open. Then R is semi⋆ open in .
Proof. Let R be semi*-I-open in . In case R, it follows that R is semi⋆ -open in .
Let R. Since R is semi*-I-open in , then Rcl(int⋆(R)). Assume Fint⋆(R). This implies
that F is ⋆-open in . Also, we have F and R∖cl(F)I. Consequently, R is semi⋆ -open in
.
Corollary 3.9 Let (,,I) be an ideal space. Suppose that R⊂ is semiopen or ⋆-open in
. Then R is semi⋆ -open in .
Proof. Assume that R is semiopen or ⋆-open in . This implies that R is semi*-I-open
in . Thus, by Theorem 3.8, R is semi⋆ -open in .
Remark 3.10 Let (,,I) be an ideal space. The following implications hold for R:
semiopen
↑
semi-I-open
↑
open

→

semi*-I-open →
↑

→

⋆-open
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Remark 3.11 The above implications are irreversible as shown in the below examples.
The related papers have the other examples.
Example 3.12 Let consider the ideal space (,,I) where ={, , , ϱ}, ={, {}, {,
}, {, ϱ}, {, , ϱ}, } and I ={, {}, {ϱ}, {, ϱ}}. In this ideal space, R={, ϱ} is
semi⋆ -open but R is not semi*-I-open. Meanwhile, {} is semi*-I-open but it is not semiopen.
Example 3.13 Let consider the ideal space (,,I) where ={, , , ϱ}, ={, {}, {,
}, {, , }, } and I={, {}, {ϱ}, {, ϱ}}. In this ideal space, R={, ϱ} is semi*-Iopen but it is not ⋆-open.
Acknowledgements: 1. The Author would like to thank the Referees. 2. This work was
supported by Çanakkale Onsekiz Mart University The Scientific Research Coordination Unit,
Project number: FBA-2017-1340.
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Summary. We propose an adaptive Chebyshev iterative method for solving large sparse
system of linear equations with a symmetric positive-definite matrix. For Chebyshev method
the self-adaptive algorithm is capable of evaluating an unknown lower bound of the matrix.
The adaptive procedure is based on extremal properties of Chebyshev’s polynomials and
allows us to achieve automatically the prescribed convergence rate of the Chebyshev method.
The numerical examples show that the self-adaptive algorithm is efficient and well suited for
work in parallel environment.
1 INTRODUCTION
We present an adaptive technique for the Chebyshev iteration method [1], [2] which uses
to solve a large sparse system of linear equations with a symmetric positive-definite matrix.
The disadvantage of this method is the need for preliminary knowledge of the lower and
upper bounds of the spectrum of a matrix. Our adaptation procedure provides the estimation
of an unknown lower bound of the spectrum. An estimation of upper bound is obtained by the
Gershgorin theorem [3]. For the Chebyshev method we develop the self-adaptive algorithm
which is capable of evaluating an unknown lower bound whenever the algorithm has not
achieved optimal convergence rate with a given lower bound estimation. For the multigrid
such algorithm adjusts smoothers and the coarsest level solver for achieving the prescribed
rate of multigrid convergence [4]. The effective implementation of these multigrid elements
with the help of the adaptive Chebyshev algorithm provides a high scalability of multigrid for
massively parallel computers. In this paper, we focus on the study of the self-adaptive method
for the solution of large sparse system of linear equations; the numerical examples are
presented to show that this algorithm is efficient. This method is well suited for work in
parallel environment, because of it does not require computing communication-intensive inner
products (unlike the conjugate gradient method).
2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Consider a large sparse system of linear equations Au  f , where u, f  R n are vectors
and A  R nn is a symmetric matrix with eigenvalues   [ min ;  max ],  min  0 . Such systems
usually arise from discretization of elliptic partial differential equations. The Chebyshev
iterative method [1] can be expressed as
uk 1  uk   k  f  Auk  , k  0, , p  1

(1)

where u0 is an initial guess, p is a number of iterations, k , k  1, , p is the optimal set of
the iteration parameters. The error propagation operator Fp  A of the method (1) is defined
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification: 35J25, 47B39, 65Q10.
Key words and Phrases: Linear Systems, Chebyshev Iteration, Adaptation, Parallel Computing
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by the optimal Chebyshev polynomial Fp    for the interval  min ;  max  . For any p the
polynomial Fp    can be defined by translating the Chebyshev polynomial T p from the

interval  min ;  max  to the interval [ 1; 1] and scaling so that its value at 0 is 1. The operator
Fp  A transfers an initial guess u0 and error z0  u  u0 into new approximation u p and new

error z p  u  u p correspondently due to formulas
u p  Fp  A u0   I  Fp  A  A1 f ,

z p  F p  A  z0 ,

here I is identity operator. Therefore the optimal iteration process is defined by the
Chebyshev polynomial Fp ( ) , which deviates least from zero on the interval [ min ;  max ]
under the condition Fp  0   1 . This polynomial Fp is expressed by the standard polynomial

Tp with the linear mapping
 ( x ) = 0.5  (( min   max )  (  max   min )  x ) ,

which maps the interval [1;1] into the interval [ min ;  max ] and point x  1 to point t   min ,
point 0  0 maps to point x0  x   0   1 , where x  x    is the inverse to  ( x ) .

The polynomial T p ( x ) is the first kind Chebyshev polynomial that deviates least from zero
on the interval [–1; 1] (see [1]):
| x | 1;

T p ( x ) = cos ( p arccos x ),

T p ( x ) = cosh( p Acoshx ),

| x |> 1.

If | x |> 1 then the notation T p ( x ) = cosh( p Acoshx ) is correct taking into account the
equality T p   x    1 T p  x  . Denote
p

qp 

1
1

,
Tp  x0  ch  p arch x0 

then Fp     q p Tp  x  and for value q p there is the representation:

qp 

21p
,
1  12 p

1 

1 
,
1 



λ min
.
λ max

(2)

A number of iterations p is determined by the condition of achieving the prescribed
accuracy  according the criterion || rp ||<  || r0 ||, where r0 and rp  f  A  y p are the initial
and final residuals. An estimate for p has the form (see [1])]:

p  p  ,  min /  max   ln (1  2  1) / ln 1  ,



(3)

here  r  denotes the smallest integer greater or equal to r and the parameter 1 is defined in
the formulas (2).
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The optimal parameters  k are defined by the set of zeros of T p :


   min  max   min
2i  1
 k  K p  cos
, i  1, , p  , k1  max

k , k  1, , p ,
2p
2
2


where the set K p is ordered to ensure computational stability [1]. It is clear that T p ( x )  1
when | x | 1 , and the function T p ( x ) is strictly monotonic outside this interval, on hyperbolic
branches. The last property is important to justify the adaptation procedure.
The following recurrence relations are true
T0  x   1; T1  x   x; Tk  x   2 xTk 1  x   Tk 2  x  ,

k  2, 3,... .

These relations can be used to construct polynomials of a given degree, but we prefer to
construct the required polynomial relying on the zeros of the Chebyshev polynomial.
For the successful application of the Chebyshev iteration method we need to know the
bounds of the spectral interval   min ;  max  . Usually a good estimate of the low bound is
missing. We suggest an iterative refinement procedure to find automatically appropriate lower
bound. There are other approaches, for example, see [5, 6].
3 ADAPTATION
Further below min ,  max mean exact (usually unknown) lower and upper bounds of the
spectrum and  *min ,  *max , are their approximate evaluations. It is known that under the
conditions
0   *min   min   max   *max

the Chebyshev method (1) with the inexact bounds  *min ,  *max converges, but the convergence
rate can be decreased. According to [1], for the convergence of the iterations with inexact
bounds the necessary and sufficient conditions are
 max   *max   *min ,

0   *min .

(4)

For constructing the adaptive procedure we assume that
0   min   *min   max   *max .

(5)

The upper estimate  *max is obtained by the Gershgorin theorem [3]. The conditions (5)
guarantee convergence of the iterations, since then the conditions (4) are fulfilled.
Note that one can get *min by applying the power method to the

operator B  I  1 / *max  A . After finding the maximal eigenvalue max of this operator, we

obtain *min  1   max   *max . We use another procedure, which is more efficient; and it is
naturally integrated in the iterative process. More important, our procedure can be applied for
finding the low bound of a linear operator A not only on the whole space R n but as well as
on some subspaces of A (for instance, on a high frequency subspace defined by coarse-grid
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correction in the multigrid method, or an invariant subspace which includes the exact solution
and the initial guess for the solution). Note, we are developing such an adaptive procedure
because in multigrid framework it can be used to implement efficient polynomial smoothers
and coarsest grid solver in parallel environment.
An estimate *min is updated during the outer iterative process, or adaptation cycle
numbered k  1,... . To start adaptation we need to set an initial guess *min greater than the
exact value  min , *min   min . As an initial guess we can take the Rayleigh-Ritz ratio
*min   RR   Av, v   v , v  with any nonzero function v . According to the known property of

this relation, the required inequality *min   min is true. A simple practical choice is

*min   max / 6 .
Let us solve the linear system with the specified accuracy  . Our adaptation algorithm is
as follows. On the step k of adaptation we denote the current approximate value as *min , and a
new approximation to the exact bound min as *new . To find this new value *new we set much
lower additional tolerance 1 =  . Some typical values are 1  102 ,   1010 , for example.
We implement one step of the Chebyshev algorithm with specified input  *min ,  *max , 1 and
then compute
  rp

r0 ,

rp  Fp  A r0 .

Let the value  exceed the specified tolerance 1 . Then the maximal eigenvalue

 max ( Fp ( A)) of the operator Fp  A achieves at the point   min :  max ( Fp )  Fp  λ min  .
Therefore this maximal eigenvalue can be found approximately by the known power method
applied to Fp  A . As iterative approximations to max ( Fp ) we take the resulting ratio
  rp / r0 of the residual norms. If on a step k of adaptation the obtained accuracy   k

does not exceed the specified tolerance 1 (it means the estimate  *min is close to  min ), we
can implement next step of adaptation with the previous data  *min ,  *max , 1 , or can change the
accuracy tolerance 1 , taking the new value 1   (1 2 .... k ) . The last choice of the
additional tolerance 1 leads to achieving the desired total accuracy  in the next step of
adaptation.
w
The new approximation  ne
min is evidently defined as a unique root of the algebraic
equation

Fp       0

on the hyperbolic monotonic branch of the Chebyshev

polynomial Fp    , i.e. on the interval 0; *min  . Finally, we get the following formulas to
*
*
w
compute a new approximation  ne
min to the  min using the input parameters  min ,  max , 1 and
the obtained accuracy  :
 *new  0.5  *max 1    1   x *  ,

where
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1  2 p
x  ch ln[ y  y  1 ] / p , y  
,
2 p
*

2

1 
 
,
1 

*min
 * .
 max

If the desired accuracy  is not achieved, then we implement next step of adaptation with
the parameters  *min ,  *max , 1 . In favour of this version of the power method, (instead of

applying it to the operator B  I  1 / *max  A ), we mention the following important property
of the optimal Chebyshev polynomials: according to [7], outside the optimal interval the
Chebyshev polynomials have opposite extreme property, namely, they deviate most from zero
outside the optimal interval.
Let us consider the 7-point discretization of the Laplace operator in the unit cube on a
uniform cubic grid with mesh size h and zero boundary condition. The extremal eigenvalues
of this operator A are known [1]:

 min 

12 2 h
12
h 12
sin
 32 ,  max  2 cos 2

.
2
h
2
h
2 h2

The linear mapping    h 2

maps the interval

 min ;

 max 

into the interval

w
 h  min ; h  max    0; 12 . To illustrate the process of finding the new approximate  ne
min we
take an initial guess *min  0.25 / h 2  0.02  max and the accuracy 1  0.25 . For these data
2

2

p  7 and the corresponding polynomial Fp    is shown on Fig. 1 on the interval 0; 12  .

Fig. 1. Function Fp    on the interval  0; 12
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Fig. 2 shows the process of solution of the equation Fp ( )   on the interval 0; 0.75 .
The point d is the current value d  *min , the point c is the update value c   new
min obtaining
as a root of the equation Fp ( )   .

w
Fig. 2. Computation of the new approximate  ne
min

4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
Test 1. Let us consider the 7-point discretization of the Poisson equation in the cube
0;  3 on the uniform cubic grid N h3  1283 with mesh size h   / N h and zero Dirichlet
boundary condition. The extremal eigenvalues of the discrete Laplace operator are known:

 min  3 ,

 max 

12
h
cos 2
 *max  12  N h2 / 2  2  104 .
2
h
2

Table 1 shows the characteristics of the convergence of approximations *min to the exact

1  3 in the adaptive process with the specified parameters   4  108
and 1  10 2 ,  *min   max / 6 . One can see that the convergence is fast enough, in spite of the
rough initial guess *min . The total number of the iterations is obtained by summing the second
column of Table 1, and it is equal to 818 . The Chebyshev method with the tolerance
  4  108 and the exact bounds  min  3,  max  2  104 requires 722 iterations.
value
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Step of adaptation

Number of iterationss

Achieved accuracy 

*min

1
2
3
4
5
6
8
9
10

7
10
19
33
59
100
162
212
216

0.210
0.452
0.385
0.398
0.363
0.321
0.152
0.016
0.0099

3307.007
1532.265
405.1740
129.7234
40.92577
14.03311
5.361031
3.126278
3.000035

Table 1. Adaptation for Test 1
Test 2. Let us consider the 7-point discretization of the Poisson equation u  4 in the
domain  0.25; 1.25  0; 1  0; 1 . We define the right hand side and the Dirichlet
boundary condition by the exact solution u( x, y, z)  x 2  y 2 . The minimal eigenvalue of the
discrete operator is  min  24 . On the sequence of the uniform grids with the number of nodes
N h3  163 , 32 3 , 643 , 1283 for   10 12 , 1  102 and the initial guess  *min   max / 6 we

obtain almost the exact value  min in the adaptation process, see Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Adaptation process for Test 2
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The X-axis labels are the number of the adaptation steps; the Y-axis labels indicate the
estimate of the lower bound *min on each adaptation step. Each grid with N h3  163 , 32 3 nodes
requires 6 adaptation steps; each grid with N h3  64 3 , 1283 nodes requires 8 steps to obtain
well enough lower bound estimation.
Test 3. This test problem is derived by discretizing the elliptic partial differential equation
with anisotropic discontinuous coefficients: div  k grad u   f , see [8]. This equation is
solved in the region    0.25; 1.25  0; 1  0; 1 . This region is divided into four subregions Ωi , i  1,,4 by the following way:
Ω1   x, y , z    : y  0.5, z  0.5, Ω 2   x , y , z    : y  0.5, z  0.5,
Ω 3   x, y , z    : y  0.5, z  0.5, Ω 4   x , y , z    : y  0.5, z  0.5.

The diffusion tensor is diagonal, k  x , y , z   diag{k xi , k yi , k zi } . It has a discontinuity on the
internal interfaces and is continuous each subregion i  1,...,4 :

k 1x  k x2  k x3  k x4  1,
k 1y  10,

k y2  0.1, k y3  0.01,

k z1  0.01, k z2  100, k z3  10,

k y4  100,
k z4  0.1.

The
exact
solution
in
each
subdomain
i  1,...,4
has
the
form
u  x , y , z   i sin  2 x  sin  2 y  sin  2 z  ; the continuity of the solution and the flux
provides a choice 1  0.1, 2  10, 3  100, 4  0.01 .
We set the homogeneous Neumann condition on two sides x  0.25, x  1.25
region and the Dirichlet boundary conditions on other sides. The right-hand side
equation and boundary data are determined from the exact solution. Note that a
estimate of the lower bound of the spectrum of the operator has the
 *min  8  min k y  x , y , z  l y2  min k z  x , y , z  l z2   0.16 .

of the
of the
rough
form

Fig. 4 shows the adaptation process for the parameters   10 12 , 1  10 2 on the sequence
of the grids with N h3  163 , 32 3 , 64 3 , 1283 nodes. The initial guess is  *min   *max / 6 on each
grid. The X-axis labels are the number of the adaptation steps; the Y-axis labels indicate the
estimate of the estimate *min on each adaptation step. For reasons of clarity the Y-axes is
limited by the value 104 . The grids N h3  163 , 32 3 require 9 adaptation steps; the grids
N h3  64 3 , 1283 require 10 adaptation steps. One can see the estimate *min begins to stabilize

after 6 adaptation steps on the values from  *min  207 to  *min  290 , depending on the grid.
Such a result is satisfactory, since the variable coefficients of the test problem leads to
differences in the discrete approximations. In this adaptation process at the same time we
solve the linear system with the tolerance  1012 . The standard Chebyshev method with the
rough estimate *min  0.16 requires computational cost in many (20  25) times more.
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Fig. 4. Adaptation process for Test 3

One can see that for high accuracy,   107  1012 , the computational costs of the
proposed adaptive Chebyshev algorithm exceed the ideal case of the Chebyshev method with
the exact bounds on 15% – 40%. Extra cost depends on the number of grid nodes, and then
the larger grid, the smaller extra cost.
5 CONCLUSION
We present the adaptive procedure for the Chebyshev iterative method. In some cases the
adaptive algorithm may be preferable to traditional approaches. It is worth mentioning the
problem of solving a very large linear system in parallel environment, application in multigrid
methods on smoothing stages and for solving coarsest grid equations. The adaptive
Chebyshev algorithm is easy to implement and integrate within existing computer codes, it
performs identically on serial and parallel computers, and it requires only well-executed
matrix-vector multiplications. Numerical experiments are performed for verification of the
adaptive technique and they confirmed efficiency of the proposed adaptive approach.
Acknowledgments: This work was supported by the Russian Science Foundation, project №
17-71-30014
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Summary. The feasibility for the approximation error estimation via the complex-valued
solutions is demonstrated for the Euler equations describing the compressible inviscid flow.
The comparison with the equations for disturbances is performed that demonstrates the
distinction from the holomorphic case that caused the approximation error order reducing.
The domains for Euler equations complex valued solutions are discussed.
1

INTRODUCTION

The approximation error estimation may be conducted by a great number of different
methods [1] of specific advantages and demerits. The numerical computation of the problem
for disturbances [2] needs for writing additional codes, close to the main problem from the
viewpoint of laboriousness. The defect correction [3,4] method refines the numerical solution
by deleting the impact of approximation error and leaves out the scheme or artificial
viscosities having great significance for selecting “entropic” solutions. The Richardson
extrapolation needs for significant number of grid levels [5] that causes significant
computational burden (very high memory and time for computations). The ensemble based
method [6,7] requires the computation on the set of independent numerical methods.
The “complex step” [8-11] method may be considered as “almost nonintrusive” (almost
without change of codes) and computationally cheap alternative to above mentioned
approaches. The main feature of this method is the expansion of the program code from real
to complex numbers and inserting the truncation error to the right hand side of the imaginary
part of equation. The imaginary part of solution is considered as the estimate of the
approximation error.
Initially, the complex differentiation (complex step) method [8-11] was based on the
Taylor expansion of holomorphic (having the complex derivative) function over imaginary
disturbance
f ( x  ih)  f ( x)  ihdf / dx  h2 d 2 f / dx2 / 2!ih3d 3 f / dx3 / 3!...
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The imaginary part of this expansion provides the estimation of the disturbance (Gateau
differential) with the third order of accuracy since the second order terms are left out (are in
the real part).
For comparison, in real arithmetic the error has only second order.
f ( x  h)  f ( x)  hdf / dx  h2d 2 f / dx2 / 2!...

(2)

The main technical component of this approach is the transition from real numbers to
complex ones in code (by declaring complex variables, the change of functions and
input/output operators). These operations are nonexpensive that is one of reasons for this
approach attractivity.
It is necessary to have a holomorphic function in order to obtain the third order accuracy.
The Cauchy-Riemann condition should be meet that is, unfortunately, not valid for most
equations of the interest. Nevertheless, the significant number of publications apply the
complex step differentiation both for Euler and to Navier-Stokes equations. The paper [9] is
addressed to the complex sensitivity of drag and lift coefficients to the variation of the
aerodynamic profile for two-dimensional transonic turbulent flow. The sensitivity of the drag
to Mach number for two-dimensional Euler equations and the sensitivity of the drag to chord
length for three-dimensional flow are computed using complex step in [10]. The sensitivity of
the drag and lift to geometry (profile thickness) are computed in [11] for compressible Euler
and incompressible Navier-Stokes by both the complex step and adjoint method. We analyze
herein the reasons for this (unexpected from the rigorous viewpoint) success and possible
limitations by comparison of the imaginary part of complex valued solution and
approximation of the equation for disturbances.
One of our purposes concerns the search for nonexpensive uncertainty quantification
methods. Another goal is the expansion of the visualization means for multidimension
problems by applying the imaginary component of the solution.
We consider the Gateau differential of the two dimensional compressible Euler equations
along the direction defined by a source with the final purpose to estimate the approximation
error via the local truncation error. The truncation error is estimated by a postprocessor acting
on the numerical results according [12,13]. The comparison with the defect correction method
is provided.
2 TEST PROBLEM
The results of the a posteriori error estimation are presented below for test flows governed
by two dimensional unsteady Euler equations.

 

  u k

0
t
x k

(3)
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Here the summation over repeating indexes is assumed, m, k  1,2 , u m are the velocity
RT
 P
, E  e  (u k u k ) / 2 are enthalpies
components, h0  (u k u k ) / 2  h , h 
 e , e 
 1
 1 
and energies, P  (  1)  e is the state equation and   C p / Cv is the specific heat ratio.
At the left boundary we accept the supersonic inflow conditions corresponding interactions
of shock waves of VI kind according to Edney classification [14] (two shocks of the same
family). At other boundaries we impose the outflow conditions by zero normal derivatives.
3 THE PROBLEM FOR DISTURBANCES
We consider equations (3-5) disturbed by some sources. The solutions are shifted by

 , u k , E .
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In our tests we consider as the source terms the truncation error, estimated by
postprocessor [13]. The estimation of the truncation error is obtained by the action of the high
order stencil on the preliminary computed flow field. The forth order approximation was used
 f kn 2  8 f kn1  8 f kn1  f kn 2
. The residual, obtained by the action of
12h
this stencil on the numerical solution contains the sum of truncation errors of main scheme
and the stencil, the former having the second order of approximation herein, the latter having
the fourth order. The disturbance of solution is considered as an estimation of approximation.
for estimation of residual

4 COMPLEX-VALUED PROBLEM
We consider a complex-valued extension of the system (3-5) with an imaginary source
term, corresponding to the above described estimate of the truncation error. The real and
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imaginary parts are compared with the main equations (3-5) and the equations for
disturbances.
The complex continuity equation has the appearance:

 (  r  i i )
 (  r  i i )
 ( u rk  iu ik )
 ( u rk  iu ik )

(


i

)
 iq  .
r
i
t
x k
x k

(9)

The real part:
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 r
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t
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x k
x k

(10)

The imaginary part:
 i
 i
 r
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 u rk
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 r
 i
 q .
k
k
k
t
x
x
x
x k

(11)

The equations for undisturbed system (3-5) and disturbed one (6-8) engender the equations
for disturbances. For density, the equation for disturbance has the form:



u k
u k (u k )
 u k k  u k k  




 q .
t
x
x
x k
x k
x k

(12)

The comparison demonstrates that the real part (10) corresponds to the initial equation (3)
disturbed by the second order term:
 u ik

 i
 u ik


.
i
x k
x k

(13)

The imaginary part coincides with the equation for disturbances (12) without the second
order term
(u k )
.
x k

(14)

Additionally, the imaginary part includes real coefficients that contain the second order
disturbances caused by (13). This causes third order of disturbances in the imaginary part.
The complex equation for momentum

 (( u rm  iu im )(  r  i  i ))  ((  r  i  i )( u rm  iu im )( u rk  iu ik ))


t
x k
 (er  iei )(  r  i i )
 iqu
 (  1)
x k
m

has the real part, similar to Eq. (4) with the disturbances of the second and third order
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and the imaginary part
 (uim  r )  (u rm  i )  (  r urmuik   r u rk uim  i urmu rk  i uimuik )
 (er i  ei  r )
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From the comparison one may see that the imaginary part is equivalent to the problem for
disturbances
 (u m  )  (u m )  (u mu k  u k u m  u k u m  u k u m )
 (e  e )


 (  1)
 qu
k
t
t
x
xk

m

(18)

with different signs of the third order term.
The complex energy equation
k
k
(( r  ii )( Er  iEi )) {( r  ii )(ur  iui )(h0, r  ih0,i )}

 iqe
t
x k

(19)

contains real part
k
k
k
k
 (  r E r   i Ei )  (  r u r h0 , r   r ui h0 ,i   i u r h0 ,i   i ui h0 ,r )

0
t
x k

(20)

that is equivalent to Eq. (5) with the second order disturbances.
The imaginary part
k
k
k
k
 (  i Er   r Ei )  (  r u r h0 ,i   r ui h0 ,r   i u r h0 ,r   i ui h0 ,i )

 qe
t
x k

(21)

is close to the disturbances equation
 (  E    E )  (  u k  h0    u k h0    u k h0    u k h0 )

 qe
t
x k

(22)

with different signs of the third order term.
Thus, the transition to the complex valued solutions enables the computation of the density
disturbance with the second order (not with the third order, as in [8-11]) and disturbances in
the momentum and energy with the third order error. It is caused by the nonholomorphic
properties of the system. However, the result is more optimistic, than one can predict from
comparison of Eq. (1) and (2).
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5 NUMERICAL TESTS
The interaction of shock waves of VI kind according to Edney classification [14] was used
as the test problem. Only steady-state flow is considered, so only the spatial discretization
error is addressed. The calculations are performed by the algorithm [15].
o
o
Fig. 1 demonstrates the flowfield (density isolines) for M  4 , 1  10 ,  2  15
(2D)  16 Feb 2016 2D Error
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Fig. 1. Density isolines

Fig. 2 represents the field of the density disturbance caused by the truncation error used as
a source in the real valued code variant.
The complex-valued code variant was run with the imaginary source term equal to the
truncation error. The boundary conditions for real component are the same as for the real code
variant. The inflow conditions for the imaginary component are zero. At other boundaries the
imaginary outflow conditions are set by zero normal derivatives. Fig. 3 represents the
imaginary part of the complex valued solution of the Euler equations.
The solutions in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 are similar, however the complex valued solution seems
to be more oscillating.
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(3D)  16 Feb 2016 2D Error
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Fig. 2. Density disturbance caused by the truncation error used as a source in the real valued code
variant

Fig. 3. Imaginary part of the complex valued solution
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6 DISCUSSION
From the technical viewpoint, the defect correction may be rather easily implemented for
the approximation error estimation. However, this approach for the Euler equations may cause
oscillations and even deviation from the “entropic” solution, since the scheme and artificial
viscosities are deleted.
The calculation of the problem for disturbances transfer may be more stable and reliable,
however this approach requires coding and debugging.
The calculation of the disturbances by the complex valued problem is more reliable and
need for a minimal coding efforts. Unfortunately, the range of applications for complex
valued solutions for the equations, which satisfies Cauchy-Riemann conditions is strictly
limited (potential two-dimensional flows). So, the Cauchy Riemann condition is not valid for
the compressible Euler equations that restricts the order of accuracy for this estimation (but
not prohibit it).
The expansion of CFD equations from the real to complex space seems to be of the interest
from the algebraic viewpoint, since the complex numbers field is algebraically closed (by the
fundamental theorem of algebra), in contrast to the real numbers. It may be important from
the viewpoint of the search for coherent structures, disconnected solutions and a global
structure of solutions by a smooth transformation (homotopy) of one solution to another
[16,17]. In order to avoid singularities during the path tracking in real space, one may add a
random complex number into the homotopy function [17]. For example, the homotopy
continuation along viscosity coefficient in [17] is used to track the solution starting at the
initial solution to obtain a steady state inviscous solution. So, CFD algorithms, enhanced for
complex-valued solutions, may be of interest for - trick based homotopy methods.
On other hand, the singularities in real flow (if they exist) may be preceded by the
formation of complex-space singularities [18]. It is another reason for interest to complexvalued solutions. There are papers [19-21] that demonstrates the blow-up solutions for 3D
incompressible complex-valued Navier-Stokes for some class of complex initial data. The
blow-up solutions for 3D incompressible complex-valued Euler equations are demonstrated
by [22]. The present paper results and the papers using complex step differentiation
algorithms [8-11] demonstrated the stable solutions for the complex-valued CFD problems
that may be considered as an evidence of the blow-up being not the case of general position.
So, the search for the global structure of solutions including separated branches and
domains of the blow-up is of the current interest and it provides the perspective application
domain for complex-valued equations.
There are other domains for complex-valued fluid dynamics. Most popular one is the
stability analysis based on the complex valued solutions for the linearized equations. Ref. [23]
addresses a generalized form of the BGK-Boltzmann equation for complex-valued
equilibrium distribution function. However, the real-valued Navier-Stokes equations are
recovered, provided that the imaginary component of the macroscopic mass is neglected.
In general, the application of the complex-valued analogues of CFD equations is far away
from the standard practice at present and needs for further analysis, especially, in topic
concerning complex initial and boundary conditions and their physical meanings.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
The complex valued extension of Euler equations enables the computation of the main
problem and the problem for disturbances by the single program, obtained from standard CFD
code by the change of variables and subroutines from real to complex ones. It requires the
minor efforts in coding.
Fortunately, this approach is not restricted to holomorphic functions, and can be applied to
the standard CFD codes, although with the lesser error order.
The real part of the complex-valued Euler equations corresponds to the main problem with
the second order error.
The imaginary part of the problem corresponds to the problem for disturbances with the
second (continuity) or third order (momentum and energy) errors.
The extension of the program codes from real numbers to complex ones provides
additional possibilities for the computation and visualization of the disturbances in the
flowfield including ones caused by the truncation errors.
Acknowledgements: Authors acknowledge the support by grant of RSF N 18-11-00215.
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Summary. Density fluctuation behavior during nanosecond laser ablation of thin (450 nm)
liquid Al film is studied on the basis of previously reported molecular-dynamic simulation of
this process induced by constant intensity G laser irradiation. It is shown that at G = 110
MW/cm2 density fluctuation distribution across the expanding film has a maximum which
location approximately coincides with critical density position in expanding plume.
1

INTRODUCTION

Despite several decades of nanosecond laser ablation investigations some important
fundamental aspects remain unclarified yet which concern, among others, to the problem of
non-equilibrium behavior of irradiated matter in two-phase liquid-vapor region. Such studies
are necessary e.g. for obtaining information on metal critical parameters most of which can
not be determined in quasi-equilibrium experiments. The problem of insufficient information
on metal critical parameters is regularly mentioned in current scientific literature as it is seen
from citation given below.
[1] “Knowledge of the critical parameters of metals is of fundamental value for estimating
their ultimate characteristics in modern technical devices. From the standpoint of general
physics, the transition from a gaseous state to liquid metal is also of considerable interest.
Experimental investigations of the vapor–liquid (insulator–metal) phase transition and
attempts to determine the critical parameters of this transition were initiated as long ago as in
the mid-20th century. However, the parameters of critical points were determined only for
alkali metals and mercury, while the study of other metals encountered significant difficulties.
The transition temperature for most metals turned out to be on the order of one electronvolt or
higher, which excluded the possibility of usual stationary measurements. As a result, data on
the critical parameters and binodals for most metals are still missing.”
[2] “The onset of the phase explosion can be expected at ~10 % below the critical
temperature [69–71] and the calculated values are consistent with experimental value of the
critical temperature of Al ranging from 4,700 to 9,500 K [77,78], with an average value of
6,700 K “recommended” in a recent review [78].”
[3] “We make some predictions with respect to the critical parameters of Al, Cu and W
(critical parameters of which lie in the phase domain still inaccessible for experiment) on the
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification: 82D15, 82D35, 82D80.
Key words and Phrases: Molecular dynamics, nanosecond laser ablation, explosive boiling, critical point.
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basis of the correspondence between the critical point and unit compressibility line (Zeno
line) positions in the temperature–density plane using two new similarity relations.”
[4] “As stated above, the coordinates of the critical points have been reliably determined
for only two metals, Cs and Hg. For Cs, Tc = 1938 K, ρc = 0.39 g/cm3, and Pc = 94 atm [39].
In an earlier work, [40], also very close values were obtained, viz., Tс = 1924 K, ρc = 0.379
g/cm3, and Pc = 92.5 atm. Since the 1960s, numerous works have been carried out for mercury
[41, 42]. Therefore, its critical properties have been measured more accurately and the
coordinates of the critical point are Tc =1750 K, ρc = 5.8 g/cm3, and Pc = 1650 atm.
Determination of the critical point for other metals is a complex task because this point lies at
too high temperatures where the binodal is very difficult to measure so far. … The situation
about all other metals, non-alkali and other than mercury, is even more difficult since reliable
static experiments with them are carried out at temperatures of ~2000 K at most [43]. … At
higher temperature only dynamic measurements can be carried out, which do not allow
reliable determination of the phase transition [44, 45] so far. Therefore, as a rule, there are
data on the nonalkali metals only in the liquid’s low-temperature domain far from the
potential critical point.”
Properties of different dielectric liquids in near-critical region were investigated for many
years both theoretically and experimentally. In particular in the last decades space density
fluctuation behavior for liquids in equilibrium conditions was considered in many papers with
the help of molecular dynamic modeling (MDM) and thermodynamic calculation (see e.g.
[5,6] and refs therein). However nonequilibrium fluctuation behavior which is pertinent to
laser ablation processes remains far less investigated.
Space density fluctuation growth before an explosive boiling of radiation heated thin
(~50nm) liquid film was demonstrated with the help of molecular dynamic modeling in [7].
Рост пространственных флуктуаций плотности перед взрывным вскипанием тонкой
жидкой пленки (~50 нм), нагреваемой лазерным излучением с постоянной
интенсивностью, был продемонстрирован с помощью молекулярной динамики (МД) в
[7].
In our further investigations [8-12] non-equilibrium pressure P, temperature T and density
 behavior during ablation of thin (450 nm) liquid Al film under the action of nanosecond
laser pulses was considered in the framework of MDM for different constant intensities G =
33, 44, 66 and 110 MW/cm2. It was found that the recoil pressure demonstrates several
pulsations due to repeating explosive boiling processes which are clearly visible at G = 33 and
44 MW/cm2 and vanishes at higher intensities when mean recoil pressure exceeds
approximately the value 0.6 compared with critical pressure Pc = 1400 bar in the model used.
In the present paper density fluctuations behavior is extracted from MDM results [12] for the
intensity 110 MW/cm2 which provides realization of transcritical ablation regime.
2 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Physical and mathematical statement of the laser ablation problem for thin liquid metal
(Al) film irradiated with nanosecond laser pulses of different constant intensities is described
in [12]. MDM results for the film behavior are obtained in 3D volume with infinite dimension
in X, Y directions where periodical boundary conditions are used (period Lx = Ly = 37.3 nm)
while in Z direcrion the computation domain length is Lz = 2 m with non-reflecting boundary
condition. The value of Lz is chosen to describe properly considered ablation process of the
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film with initial thickness Hz = 449 nm, temperature T0 = 6340 K, density ρ0 = 1.29 g/cm3 and
pressure P0 = 0 at t = 0. The total number of particles taken into account is Ntotal = 17.9×106
atoms.
Density fluctuations  in MDM are usually calculated in accordance with the relation [5,
6]
2 = 2 = ( – )2 = 2 – 2

(1)

where (z,t) – density distribution which is obtained with the help of initial averaging 3D
particle configuration over the volume Ve = Lx×Ly×Ze with Ze = 1 nm and time interval t =
5 ps. The values of Ze and t are also a step of the MDM results presentation. The time
dependence in (z,t) will not be explicitly indicated further. Angle brackets … denote spatial
averaging over volume Vm = Lx×Ly×Zm, where Zm >> Ze.
In the case of a spatially homogeneous system,  does not depend on the z coordinate,
which is a necessary condition for the applicability of the last equality in formula (1). Under
considered laser ablation conditions  = m(z) is z-dependent.
2(z) = 2 = ( – m)2


1
 (z) =
Z

/

(𝑧′) 𝑑𝑧′ = 〈〉


(2)

(3)

/

The averaging procedure … in (2) and further is determined by the equation (3) with the
averaging size Zm = 15 nm. Variation of Zm in the range of 15–20 nm affect but little the
calculation results the fluctuations magnitude .
Figure 1 shows schematically the total computational domain VΣ = {Lx×Ly×Lz}, the
subregion Vl = {Lx×Ly×Hz} of a liquid film irradiated by laser radiation from the right and
some positions of a large Vm = {Lx×Ly×Zm} and elementary Ve = {Lx×Ly×Ze} volumes of
averaging.

Fig. 1: A diagram of the full computational domain VΣ used to simulate the ablation processes in a
liquid film in the sub-region Vl and some positions of the averaging volumes Vm and Ve.

3

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fig. 2-7 shows calculation results at G = 110 MW/cm2 for 2D density distribution in X and
Y directions together with curves of density (z) and derivative m/z (curves 1 and 2),
density fluctuations  (increased by factor 35 with respect to the  scale) (curves 3),
temperature (curves 4), pressure (curves 5) distributions at different times 25, 200, 350, 650,
800, 925 ps, respectively. Additional space averaging … in density derivative m/z and
fluctuations  is performed to smooth the curves (curves 2 and 3).
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Figure 2: 2D density distribution in planes Z-X and Z-Y together with curves of density  and its
derivative m/z (curves 1 and 2), density fluctuations  (increased by factor 35 with respect to
the  scale) (curves 3), temperature T (curves 4), pressure P (curves 5) distributions at t = 25 ps.
Dashed lines is the model critical parameters values Tс = 7600 K, Pс = 1400 bar, с = 0.5 g/cm3.
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Figure 3: 2D density distribution in planes Z-X and Z-Y together with curves of density  and its
derivative m/z (curves 1 and 2), density fluctuations  (increased by factor 35 with respect to
the  scale) (curves 3), temperature T (curves 4), pressure P (curves 5) distributions at t = 200 ps.
Dashed lines is the model critical parameters values Tс = 7600 K, Pс = 1400 bar, с = 0.5 g/cm3.
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Figure 4: 2D density distribution in planes Z-X and Z-Y together with curves of density  and its
derivative m/z (curves 1 and 2), density fluctuations  (increased by factor 35 with respect to
the  scale) (curves 3), temperature T (curves 4), pressure P (curves 5) distributions at t = 350 ps.
Dashed lines is the model critical parameters values Tс = 7600 K, Pс = 1400 bar, с = 0.5 g/cm3.
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Figure 5: 2D density distribution in planes Z-X and Z-Y together with curves of density  and its
derivative m/z (curves 1 and 2), density fluctuations  (increased by factor 35 with respect to
the  scale) (curves 3), temperature T (curves 4), pressure P (curves 5) distributions at t = 650 ps.
Dashed lines is the model critical parameters values Tс = 7600 K, Pс = 1400 bar, с = 0.5 g/cm3.
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Figure 6: 2D density distribution in planes Z-X and Z-Y together with curves of density  and its
derivative m/z (curves 1 and 2), density fluctuations  (increased by factor 35 with respect to
the  scale) (curves 3), temperature T (curves 4), pressure P (curves 5) distributions at t = 800 ps.
Dashed lines is the model critical parameters values Tс = 7600 K, Pс = 1400 bar, с = 0.5 g/cm3.
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Figure 7: 2D density distribution in planes Z-X and Z-Y together with curves of density  and its
derivative m/z (curves 1 and 2), density fluctuations  (increased by factor 35 with respect to
the  scale) (curves 3), temperature T (curves 4), pressure P (curves 5) distributions at t = 925 ps.
Dashed lines is the model critical parameters values Tс = 7600 K, Pс = 1400 bar, с = 0.5 g/cm3.

Dashed lines are the model critical parameters values Tc = 7600 K, Pc = 1400 bar, c = 0.5
g/cm3. Very large initial fluctuations values at both film sides are due to sharp density jump at
liquid-vapor boundary. At irradiated film side the density jump disappears quickly due to the
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ablation process which begins with surface evaporation and then transforms to supercritical
fluid expansion.
During such fast heating explosive boiling and spinodal decomposition processes have no
sufficient time to develop in contrast to cases of smaller intensities where the effect of
explosive boiling process is clearly visible in recoil pressure behavior [12]. Instead of such
manifestations at smaller intensities at G = 110 MW/cm2 only some nanodroplets appearance
in ablation plume occurs during time interval ~200-550 ps which ends just before maxima
pressure and temperature attain its critical value at 650 ps (fig. 5).
Fluctuation level at times t < 50 ps after irradiation is switched on remains almost constant
and equal to its initial value (t=0) = 310-3 g/cm3 (fig. 2, 3) except for its values near the
film boundaries. At later times t > 200 ps the initial right boundary effect becomes smaller
and probably does not affect the fluctuation level due to volume density fluctuation. This
conclusion is supported by comparison of curves 2 and 3 behavior in fig. 4 and 5 respectively:
maximum of derivative (curves 2) diminishes faster than maximum fluctuation density max
(curves 3) which begins to diminish considerably only in supercritical expansion stages (fig.
5-7). During interval t = 500-650 ps value of max exceeds approximately by factor 7-10
initial  value and quickly diminishes at later times.
From fig. 2-7 it is also follows that localization of the maximum density fluctuation
approximately coincides with critical density localization during transcritical regime of
ablated material expansion. At present time it is not clear whether this coincidence is
accidental or pertinent to transcritical ablation processes.
4

CONCLUSIONS

In the present paper density fluctuation behavior is analyzed for transcritical regime of
laser thin Al film ablation under the constant radiation intensity I = 110 MW/cm2. It is shown
that in this regime the density fluctuation distributions in ablated plume demonstrates a
maximum which disapears in supercritical regime. Localization of the maximm
approximately coincides with density critical point position. To answer the question whether
this coincidence occurs only for I = 110 MW/cm2 or pertinent to some intensity intervals it is
necessary to analyze transcritical ablation regimes at several different irradiation intensities.
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Summary. In this paper, we focus our attention on physical parameters of so-called envelope
solitary waves beneath an ice cover. The form and propagation of waves in water basins under
the ice cover are described by the two-dimensional Euler equations. The ice cover is modeled
by an elastic Kirchhoff–Love plate and is assumed to be of considerable thickness so that the
inertia of the plate is taken into account in the formulation of the model. The Euler equations
involve the additional pressure from the plate that is freely floating at the surface of the fluid.
We consider the self-focusing case, when envelope solitary waves exist, for which the envelope
speed (group speed) is equal to the speed of filling (phase speed). The indicated families of
envelope solitary waves are parameterized by the speed of the waves, and their existence is
proved earlier for speeds lying in some neighborhood of the critical value corresponding to
the quiescent state. The envelope solitary waves, in turn, bifurcate from the quiescent state
and lie in some neighborhood of it. Analyzing the form of the envelope solitary wave and the
critical parameters for it we determine characteristic values of length and speed of the wave for
the initially pre-stressed ice cover. These physical parameters can be compared with possible
observations detecting such waves in practice.
1 INTRODUCTION
The physical processes arising in plane parallel water flows are of great interest (see, e.g.,
[1]). In this paper we focus our attention on physical parameters of so-called envelope solitary waves beneath an ice cover. Both envelope solitary waves and dark solitons correspond to
solutions of traveling wave type of the full two-dimensional (2D) Euler equations of an ideal
incompressible fluid in the presence of the ice cover. The ice cover is usually modeled either
by an elastic Kirchhoff–Love plate [2–4] or by a Cosserát shell [5], though a form of surface
traveling wave patterns is qualitatively the same in these two cases. The description of envelope
solitary waves either of small or of finite amplitudes and their properties (including stability
analysis using numerical methods) can be found, for example, in [6–9].
The form and propagation of waves in such basins are described by the full 2D Euler equations. The Euler equations involve the additional pressure from the plate that is freely floating
at the surface of the fluid. The ice cover is modeled by an elastic Kirchhoff–Love plate and is
assumed to be of considerable thickness so that the inertia of the plate is taken into account in
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification: 76B15.
Key words and phrases: ice cover, surface waves, envelope solitary waves, centre manifold.
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the formulation of the model. We consider the self-focusing case, when envelope solitary waves
exist, for which the envelope speed (group speed) is equal to the speed of filling (phase speed).
The indicated families of envelope solitary waves are parameterized by the speed of the waves,
and their existence is proved earlier for speeds lying in some neighborhood of the critical value
corresponding to the quiescent state. The envelope solitary waves, in turn, bifurcate from the
quiescent state and lie in some neighborhood of it.
It is known [6] that for each value of ice thickness there exist some critical values of water
depth and speed where envelope solitary waves cease to exist, and they are replaced by dark
solitary waves. Hence, there exist a finite range of values of water depth (for fixed value of the
ice cover thickness) where a family of envelope solitary waves locally exist (this family may be
continued with respect to the wave amplitude [10]). Analyzing the form of the envelope solitary
wave from this range and the critical parameters for it we determine characteristic values of
length and speed of the wave. For each value of the ice cover thickness and the water depth we
find the corresponding values of wave length, speed and frequency.
We first, give the brief formulation of the problem, then consider the methodology, results
and give our conclusion and discussion.
2 FORMULATION
2.1 Model of the ice cover
The equation of the balance of forces acting from the plate to the fluid is reduced to the
following form [4]:
p = p0 +

σ0 h
∂ 2η
2
− ∂xx
M + ρs h 2 ,
Rm
∂t

M=

J
,
Rm

J=

Eh3
.
12(1 − ν 2 )

(1)

The curvature of a middle surface which is identified with the plate after averaging procedure
with respect to plate thickness is given by [2] as
1
∂xx η
=−
.
2
Rm
(1 + (∂x η ) )3/2 − h∂xx η /2
The notations for the dimensional physical values and fundamental constants are given in table 1.
2.2 Equations of the fluid–ice system
We study plane potential motions of the ideal incompressible fluid of finite depth with a
horizontal bottom.
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Symbol
p
p0
ϕ
η
Rm
x
z
h
H
g
k
ω
σ0
E
ν
ρ
ρs

Value
pressure in the fluid
atmospheric pressure
velocity potential
surface deviation of the ice–fluid interface
radius of the middle surface of the plate
horizontal coordinate
vertical coordinate
ice thickness
fluid depth
gravity acceleration
wave number
frequency
pre-stress in the plate
Young module
Poisson coefficient
fluid density
ice density

Dimension
[ML−1 T−2 ]
[ML−1 T−2 ]
[L2 T−1 ]
[L]
[L]
[L]
[L]
[L]
[L]
[LT−2 ]
[L−1 ]
[T−1 ]
[ML−1 T−2 ]
[ML−1 T−2 ]
[ ]
[ML−3 ]
[ML−3 ]

Table 1: Notations of the dimensional physical values and fundamental constants.
The fluid occupies the domain
D = {x ∈ R; 0 < z < H + η (x)},
with the boundary

∂ D = ∂ D+ ∪ ∂ D− = {x ∈ R; z = H + η (x) ∪ z = 0}.
The interface between the fluid and ice is given by the equation z = H + η (x), x ∈ R.
From (1) it follows that the Euler equations of the ideal incompressible fluid of finite depth
with a horizontal bottom in presence of the mentioned surface effects has the form [4]

ϕxx + ϕzz = 0,

(x, z) ∈ D,

(x, z) ∈ ∂ D− ,
1
J
ϕt + (ϕx2 + ϕz2 ) + gη − b̂κ̂1 + κ̂2 + ĉηtt = 0,
2
ρ

ϕz = 0,

ηt + ηx ϕx = ϕz ,
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(x, z) ∈ ∂ D+ ,
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where
b̂ =

hσ0
,
ρ

ĉ = ρs h/ρ ,

κ̂1 =

ηxx
,
2
(1 + ηx )3/2 − hηxx

2
κ̂2 = ∂xx

ηxx
.
2
(1 + ηx )3/2 − hηxx

The letter subscripts denote differentiation with respect to corresponding variables.
3 TRAVELING WAVES
Consider a traveling wave which propagates to the left with the speed V along the x-axis.
In the coordinates moving with the speed V the components of the velocity vector of particles
v = (u, v)⊤ satisfy the following asymptotic conditions u → V , v → 0, x → ∞.
Make, further, the following scaling transformations:
x z
v
η
,
(x, z) →
, η → , v→ .
H H
H
V
For these transformations D → Ω, ∂ D± → ∂ Ω± ,
Ω = {x ∈ R; 0 < z < 1 + η (x)},

∂ Ω = ∂ Ω+ ∪ ∂ Ω− = {x ∈ R; z = 1 + η (x) ∪ z = 0}.

In new dimensionless variables (for them we use the previous notations), the Euler equation
(2.2) for traveling waves have the form
rot v = 0,

div v = 0,

(x, z) ∈ Ω;

1 2
|v| + λ η − bκ1 + γκ2 + c∂xx η = const, (x, z) ∈ ∂ Ω+ ;
2
∂x η u − v = 0, (x, z) ∈ ∂ Ω+ ;
v = 0,

(3)

(x, z) ∈ ∂ Ω− .

The constants λ , b, γ , c and κ are determined by

λ = gH/V 2 ,

b=

b̂
− c,
HV 2

γ=

J

ρV 2 H 3

,

c=

ĉ
,
H

κ=

h
.
H

The functions κ j , j = 1, 2, are given by

κ1 =

∂xx η
,
(1 + (∂x η )2 )3/2 − κ∂xx η

2
κ2 = ∂xx
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It can be shown that equations (3) can be written locally in the operator form

∂x u = A (λ )u + G(λ , c, u),

(4)

where λ = (λ , b, γ )⊤, vector function u is the unknown, A (λ ) is the linear operator acting in
certain functional spaces, G(λ , c, u) is the nonlinearity, µ is a small parameter [4]. It can be also
shown that due to properties of the operator A in the neighborhood of the the surface in the
parameter (λ , b, γ ) space, parameterized by {q, γ0 }, where q is the dimensionless wave number
q = kH (wave length l = 2π /k), as follows
q coth q q2 sinh−2 q
+
,
2
2
coth q sinhh−2 q
2
b0 = −2γ0 q +
−
.
2q
2

λ 0 = γ0 q 4 +

(5)

It can be shown [4] that (4) can be rewritten as
u̇ = A u + F(µ , u),

A = A (λ 0 ),

F(0, 0) = 0,

∂u F(0, 0) = 0.

(6)

4 CENTRE MANIFOLD REDUCTION AND NORMAL FORM APPROXIMATION
In the case in question the following results are valid (see [4] and references therein).
Theorem 1 (about centre manifold, [11]). The manifold
Mµ =




u0 , h(µ , u0 ) ∈ X ,

||u0 || < ε ,

ε ≪ 1,

u0 ∈ X0 ,

(|| · ||denotes a norm in X ) is the invariant manifold of the dynamic system (6), contains all
small bounded solutions of this system and is called the centre manifold. The dimension of the
space X0 is finite, that is equivalent to finiteness of number of the imaginary eigenvalues (with
their multiplicity) of the operator A . The system of equations (6) after projection on the space
X0 and its complementary one in X (denoted further as X1 ) takes the form
u̇0 = A0 u0 + F0 (µ , u0 + u1 ),
u̇1 = A1 u1 + F1 (µ , u0 + u1 ),

(7)

where
u = (u0 , u1 )⊤ ∈ X = X0 × X1 ,

A0 = A |X0 ,
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and F j , j = 0, 1 are the projections of F on X0 and X1 , correspondingly. Besides,
• h(0, 0) = ∂u0 h(0, 0) = 0;
• if R = R0 ⊕ R1 , R0 : X0 → X0 , R1 : X1 → X1 are linear isometries, such that
F j (µ , R0 u0 , R1 u1 ) = −R j F j (µ , u0 , u1 ), A j R j = −R j A j , j = 0, 1,
then h(µ , R0 u0 ) = R1 h(µ , u0 ).
The assertions of Theorem 1 mean that until the inequality ||u0 || < ε is valid, the solution u =
(u0 , u1 )⊤ of (4) belongs to Mµ , i.e., u1 = h(µ , u0 ). Consequently, the set of all small bounded
solutions obeys the finite dimensional dynamic system of equations:
u̇0 = A0 u0 + f0 (µ , u0 ),

f0 (µ , u0 ) = F0 (µ , u0 + h(µ , u0 )).

(8)

The equations (8) are called the reduced equations.
⊤
It can be shown, that for the case in question u0 = A, B, A∗ , B∗ [12], and the following
theorem is valid.
Theorem 2 [13]. The reduced equations (8) are approximated by the system in the normal
form


i
∂x A = iqA + B + iAR AA∗, (AB∗ − A∗ B) ,
2




i
i
∂x B = iqB + AQ AA∗, (AB∗ − A∗ B) + iBR AA∗, (AB∗ − A∗ B)
2
2

up to arbitrary algebraic order with respect to µ . Here R and Q are polynomials with real
coefficients:

R(µ , u, K0 ) = p1 µ + p2 u + p3 K0 + O (|µ | + |u| + |K0 |)2 ,

Q(µ , u, K0 ) = q1 µ − q2 u + q3 K0 + O (|µ | + |u| + |K0|)2 .

Under the action of the isometry R0 , A → A∗ , B → −B∗ . The system of equations (4) has two
first integrals
i
K0 = (AB∗ − A∗ B), H0 = |B|2 − S(µ , |A|2 , K0 ),
2
and, consequently, appears to be the integrable one.
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5 RESULTS
It can be shown with the help of (4) [12] that the reduced system (8) has solitary wave
solutions with equal phase and group speeds; the interface deviation is given by
2 tanhh q
η = 1±
q2

s

√
2 µ q1
cosh−1 µ q1 x cos qx + O(|µ |3/2 ),
q2

where q1 > 0, q2 > 0 are some constants given in [4], 0 < µ ≪ 1 is chosen via the equality
λ = λ0 + µ . From the definition of dimensionless parameters λ , b and γ for µ = 0 we have

λ0 H 4 ρ g
=
,
γ0
J

V=

s
8

H
σ0 = (b0 + c)
h

J
g3 3 ,
ρλ0 γ0

s
4

g3 J ρ 3
.
γ0 λ03

(9)

Further, it is more convenient for us to fix b0 in (3) and consider γ0 and λ0 as functions of q:
b0 q2 3
q2 sinh−2 q
+ q coth q +
,
2
4
4
coth q sinh−2 q
b0
γ0 = − 2 +
−
.
2q
4q3
4q2

λ0 = −

From (5) it follows that


1 b0 2
λ0 = 1 +
−
q + O(q3 ),
6 2

γ0 =




1 b0 −2 1
−
q − + O(q2 ),
6 2
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(10)

q → 0,

and

λ0 → −

b0 2 3
q + q,
2
4

γ →−

b0
1
+ 3,
2
2q
4q

q → ∞.

We here examine the case when b0 > 0, i.e., when the ice plate is subjected to extension,
though stable compression is also possible [14]. For small enough positive b0 the parameters
γ0 and λ0 are still positive. For example, from (9) it follows, that for H = 100 m, h = 0.5 m,
(E = 5 × 109 N/m2, ν = 0.3, g = 10 m/s2 , ρ = 1000 kg/m3 ), b0 = 1/20 we have q = kH ≈ 8.7,
wave length l ≈ 72 m, the wave speed V ≈ 12.4 m s−1 and the initial pre-stress in the ice cover
σ0 ≈ 1.3 × 104 N m−2 .
6 CONCLUSIONS
The result of the present research is an attempt to make the correspondence between theoretical predictions and results of measurements of waves characteristics beneath the ice, which
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are made, in particular, at the Institute of Arctic and Antarctic in Saint-Petersburg, Russia. For
theoretical description we use the full 2D Euler equations. The Euler equations involve the additional pressure from the plate that is freely floating at the surface of the fluid. The ice cover is
modeled by an elastic Kirchhoff–Love plate and is assumed to be of considerable thickness so
that the inertia of the plate is taken into account in the formulation of the model. We consider
the self-focusing case, when envelope solitary waves exist, for which the envelope speed (group
speed) is equal to the speed of filling (phase speed). The self-focusing takes place for q ∈ I (the
lower boundary of I is zero, and the upper boundary is qc depending on h and H). When q > qc
the envelope solitary wave is replaced by the dark soliton, which is the indicator of modulation
stability [6]. Considering the case q ∈ I and analyzing envelope solitary waves for different values of parameters, according to (9), (5) we are able to find theoretical values for corresponding
wave length, wave speed and initial extension force in the ice cover.
Calculations show that even for large pre-stresses corresponding to the initial extension of
the ice plate, the wave parameters weakly depend on b0 . This justifies the consideration of wave
propagation beneath the ice cover without initial pre-stress as in [7, 15].
Acknowledgments: The work is supported by the Russian Science Foundation (grant No. 1450-00005). The paper is based on the proceedings of the XXXIII International Conference
on Equations of State for Matter, which was held in Elbrus and Tegenekli settlements, in the
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Summary. An approach to the complex mathematical modeling of interrelated physical
mechanisms of interaction between radiation and matter is considered. The model scenario of
interaction of radiation with the material includes the following elements. The essentially
inhomogeneous material being under radiation is considered. During the propagation of
radiation in an object, part of its energy is absorbed by the substance. This leads to the heating
of the material and, consequently, the rapid development of highly inhomogeneous
temperature and pressure fields in the object. The complex computational method for the
study of the scenario should include the following components. Techniques of description and
means of constructing a geometric model of the medium with a direct resolution of its
microstructure; computational algorithms for modeling the processes of photon-electron
cascade development, which leads to the energy deposit of radiation in a porous medium
irradiated by ionizing radiation; mathematical models of generation and development of
secondary radiation-induced thermodynamic and thermomechanical processes in the material;
effective means of integration "according to data" between the specified classes of models.
The geometrical model of the heterogeneous porous medium with direct view of its
microstructure and statistical algorithm based on Monte Carlo method are worked out. The
algorithm uses the energy and pulse probability distributions for the particles interacting with
the complex chemical compound. The distributions are used for detail modeling of the
scattering and absorption processes in complex heterogeneous materials. An approach for the
discrete geometrical description of the realistic geometry of the heterogeneous porous
material with considering its structure at the micro level is elaborated. The approach includes
the algorithm of build the porous set and the detector system for statistical estimation of the
radiation energy deposit in an irradiated object. Methods of integrating the results of statistical
modeling of radiation transfer in porous media and the initial data for the numerical solution
of the thermomechanics problems are proposed to build based on technique of
multidimensional approximation. The applications of the developed simulation tool are
presented in terms of results obtained with use of the hybrid computing cluster HCC K-100
(http://www.kiam.ru/MVS/resourses/k100.html).
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1

INTRODUCTION

Investigation of substance properties in extreme conditions is an actual problem. The
experiments with powerful sources of radiation are rather expensive. Measuring equipment
cannot provide full quantitative data for detailed description of the interaction between
radiation and substance and the generation of the secondary radiation-induced effects.
Therefore, the supercomputer modeling of the propagation of radiation through the matter is a
powerful means for investigating the radiative, thermomechanical and electromagnetic fields
in objects being under radiation [1-4].
Modern high-tech construction materials are designed to withstand loads of various nature
under conditions of the complex physical effects, for instance, radiation and heat fluxes,
mechanical tension etc. [5]. The protective coating of satellite being under space radiation is
an example of the material in question. There is a problem of creation of the materials
resistant to external influence of various nature, in particular, to radiation-induced
thermomechanical effects. Promising way to solve this problem is the use of composite
materials. One of the simplest variants of composite materials is gas-filled porous material.
They are a solid homogeneous matrix comprising a large number of voids of a given size. The
complex geometric structure of the material in conjunction with the selected chemical
composition of the matrix material ensures the preservation of its properties in a multi-factor
impact. Mathematical modeling is the effective tool of studying the microstructure of porous
matter and allows evaluating the quality of the material. The optimal variant of the
manufacturing technology of the product with the given properties could be chosen based on
the analysis carried out by use of mathematical modeling.
Porous materials are widely used in mechanical engineering, heat power engineering,
rocket, aviation, chemical and other industries. This is because these materials provide the
required strength, thermal, hydraulic, technological properties and can operate at high
temperatures and pressures. Such materials are used in thermal protection systems of rocket
engines [2,5,6], they are used to create shells of gas-turbine engines [7,8].
The aim of this work is the construction of a physical-geometrical model of radiation
propagation in a material with complex (composite) atomic structure, with a direct view of its
structure (geometry, matrix and voids) at the micro level. The main attention is paid to the
construction of a geometrical model of a porous structure object. The model includes the
detector (registration) system for statistical estimation of the radiation energy deposit in an
irradiated object. Corresponding algorithm of build the porous set and the detector system for
evaluating the radiation energy deposit in an irradiated object is described. The physical
model of the interaction of radiation with matter is based on a detailed description of the
collision processes of particles with matter [9]. Supercomputing the transport processes is
performed using the modeling technique elaborated by authors of this paper and implemented
on the hybrid calculating cluster with application of modern technologies of parallelization
(CUDA, MPI).
Some results of the model calculations of thermal and mechanical fields on the hybrid
calculating cluster HCC K100 (http://www.kiam.ru/MVS/resourses/k100.html) are
represented.
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2 MODEL OF THE RADIATION TRANSPORT IN THE POROUS MATERIAL
The developed model of the radiation transport in the medium of porous structure includes
two main parts: the description of the interaction X-ray radiation and electrons with composite
material and geometrical model of porous pattern involving the discrete model of the detector
system for statistical estimation of the radiation energy deposit in an irradiated object.
2.1 Model of interaction between radiation and matter
The basis of the model of the propagating the radiation through the matter is the
probabilistic distributions of the particle characteristics changing during the process of
interaction with the atoms of the matter. These distributions are constructed by processing the
verified databases on the cross-sections of the corresponding processes
(http://www.nndc.bnl.gov/sigma/).
The following types of X-radiation collisional processes with the atoms are considered:
coherent (Rayleigh) scattering; Compton (incoherent) scattering; photon absorption
(photoionization of atoms); electron-positron pairs production.
The following processes of interaction of electrons with matter are considered: elastic
scattering; excitation of the atoms; ionization collisions or shock ionization; bremsstrahlung,
electron-positron annihilation.
The constructed probabilistic distributions of the collision processes are used for
computing the random trajectories of the radiation particles during Monte Carlo simulation.
Distributions of particle parameters that change during the simulated processes play a
fundamental role in the simulation of particle transport processes. These distributions are
calculated using cross-sections (differential cross sections) of the considered processes.
Let x be the values of ξ that characterizes the state of the particle. If the distribution density
of this value in the current physical process (normalized by 1) f(x) is known, then, the
distribution of this value F(x) is determined by the integral F ( x ) =

x

 f ( t ) dt . The value F(x)

−

is equal to the probability of the value of ξ, which is less than x: F ( x ) = P (  x ) .
The inverse function method [10] is most often used to model a random variable ξ. This
method is based on the theorem stating that, if   ( 0,1) is the uniformly distributed random
x

variable, and the values x of the random variable ξ satisfy the equation

 f ( t ) dt =  , then ξ

−

has the distribution density f(x). The value x is calculated as the function, which is inverse to
F ( x ) : x = F −1 (  ) .
Cross sections of the processes of interaction of particles with matter in most cases are
presented in the form of tabular data. Therefore, tables of functions x (  ) are constructed to
simulate these processes [9].
2.2 Geometrical model of the porous medium
A porous material with isolated pores is considered. Its structure is determined by the
distribution of voids by size, shape and orientation, as well as by the volume fraction of the
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void space of the medium. A model medium with pores of spherical shape and the same
diameter is considered in this paper. The pore diameter and the average porosity of the
material sample are set as parameters of the geometric structure of the medium.
The objective of the radiation transport theory is to compute the readings of detector J
located in the field of radiation. The desired (measured) values are presented as the readings
of some detector and are written as functional on the space of the transport equation solutions.
Therefore, the register system (the set of detectors determined by the type of the required
value) is an integral part of the geometric description of the medium in question.
Various algorithms can be used to construct a geometric model of the material (a specific
placement of voids with specified geometric properties inside the sample). The most popular
is the Lubachevsky - Stillinger algorithm [11-13]. The input data of the algorithm is the
number of "particles" (pores) and their final size (diameter). Initially, it is assumed that the
particles are uniformly distributed in a given volume and have a radius of zero. These
particles interact between each other through a given short – range potential of the pair
interaction (various kind of potentials are considered, for instance, in [14]). The evolution of
the particle position is described by equations of dynamics of interacting points. The initial
velocity distribution of the particles is a random value. The particle diameter increases slow
during the system evolution according to a given law (for instance, linear). The size of the
particles is considered in the simulating their collisions. The trajectories of the particles will
generally be chaotic. As a result, the algorithm places these particles in space without
intersections. An open free implementation [15] of described algorithm is used in this work.
An example of modeling the porous material microstructure using the described algorithm
is represented in fig.1. The number of pores is about 4000.

Fig. 1. Placement of voids 50 µm in the sample 1x1x0.25 mm

The registration system designed for statistical estimation of functionals on the space of
solutions of the transport equation (desired values) includes a set of "detectors" – spheres.
These detectors record the events of interaction of radiation quanta and electrons with matter.
The scheme of the detector placement algorithm is as follows.
- The Voronoi diagram is based on the pore centers [16];
- The nodes of the constructed diagram are taken as the centers of detectors;
- The radius is selected as the maximum radius at which the detector placed in each node
does not intersect with all the pores located inside Voronoi cells incident to a given node.
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The constructed detectors do not intersect with voids, however, can intersect with each
other. The following procedure is used to exclude such an intersection.
- Delaunay triangulation [17] is constructed at the vertices corresponding to the centers of
the detectors;
- If the distance between the detectors corresponding to the vertices of a given
triangulation edge exceeds the sum of the detector radii, the radius of one of the detectors
is reduced so that the detectors do not intersect. If it is impossible one of the detectors is
removed.
After applying this operation to all the Voronoi cells the intersections of the detectors are
eliminated.
The result of this procedure for model object shown in fig.1 is represented in fig.2. The
number of detectors of different size is about 3500.

Fig. 2. Placement of detectors in the sample 1x1x0.25 mm

The mutual disposition of the pores and detectors is shown in fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Mutual arrangement of pores and detectors
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The size distribution of the detectors is shown as a histogram in fig.4. The detectors do not
intersect with each other and lie entirely inside the filler (do not intersect with the pores).

Fig. 4. Size distribution of the detectors

The process of radiation transport in the porous medium (Fig. 1) is simulated by effective
modifications of the Monte Carlo method [18-20] using the constructed detection system
(Fig. 2 - 4).
3

MODELING OF RADIATION TRANSPORT

Results of modeling the interaction of 10 keV X-ray radiation with a porous object (Fig. 1)
presented in this section of the article.
The porous sample (Fig. 1) is irradiated by photon flux of X-ray radiation. Direction of the
flux is along axis z. During the propagation of radiation in an object, part of photon energy is
absorbed by the substance, which leads to its heating. Result of the modeling is the spatial
distribution of energy deposit density. The constructed detector system (Fig. 2 - 4) is used for
computing the required value (energy deposit) during simulating the radiation transport.
Supercomputing the transport processes is performed using the elaborated modeling
technology [18-21].
The values of energy density calculated in the centers of the detectors are shown (in
relative units) in Fig.5. Required density distribution are computed by use of hybrid
calculating cluster HCC K100 (http://www.kiam.ru/MVS/resourses/k100.html). The image of
the surface Q ( x, y ) at the level z=0.095 mm from the face perpendicular to which the X-ray
radiation enters the object is constructed using Delaunay triangulation (Q is energy deposit
density).
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Fig. 5. Values of energy deposit density in the centers of detectors near z=0.095 mm

3D visualization of the results requires transfer computed values from the detector system
on a rectangular grid.

Fig. 6. The results of the approximation of energy deposit in the cells of a rectangular grid; black color
shows the pores
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A multi-dimensional approximation by use of nonlinear regression model [22] is
performed for calculating values of energy deposit density in nodes of rectangular grid of
10x100x25 size. Fig. 6 shows the required values on this grid.
4

MODELING OF RADIATION-INDUCED THERMOMECHANICAL FIELDS

During the propagation of radiation in an object, part of its energy is absorbed by the
substance. This leads to the heating of the material and, consequently, the rapid development
of highly inhomogeneous temperature and pressure fields in it.
This section presents the results of mathematical three-dimensional modeling of radiationinduced thermomechanical effects in a porous object, the structure of which is described in
section 2. The values of the energy deposit density in the cells of the thermodynamic
difference grid (fig. 6), obtained using the 3D approximation of the results of statistical
modeling of the interaction of radiation with the matter of the object, are used as a source of
energy, initiating thermomechanical processes.
The basis for the calculation of thermodynamic processes is the ideal hydrodynamic
Eulerian model of the dynamics of a compressible one-component medium in a conservative
form, supplemented by the equation of state in the form of Mie-Gruneisen [23]. The
conservative difference scheme of the increased order of accuracy is used for the numerical
solution of the system of the ideal hydrodynamics equations [24-26]. Time integration is
carried out within the framework of the predictor-corrector scheme, which provides a second
order of approximation in time. An explicit scheme with a time step restriction according to
the Courant condition is applied at each stage. The stage of the corrector in this scheme serves
not only to increase the order of approximation in time, but also is an additional stabilizing
procedure, ensuring the absence of numerical antidiffusion that occurs during the usual
explicit time approximation and leads to the twisting of the solution profiles in the schemes of
increased order of accuracy in space.
The modeling of thermomechanical effects in the porous structure of epoxy resin induced
by the flux of x-ray photons is performed. Epoxy resin has the following parameters: density1.13 g/cm3, speed of sound-2.6 km/s, sublimation heat – 2 kJ/g, circumferential strength –
0.33 GPA, Gruneisen coefficient – 0.8. Photon energy fluence is about 100 J/cm2.
The calculations are performed in a Cartesian coordinate system, in a rectangular
parallelepiped 0 mm ≤x≤ 1 mm, 0 mm ≤ y ≤ 1 mm, 0 cm ≤ z ≤ 0.25 mm (fig. 6). The plane
z = 0 corresponds to the surface of the sample on which the x-ray radiation falls. The direction
of the photon flux coincides with the z-axis. A uniform coordinate calculation grid with a step
h = 0.01 mm (section 3, fig. 6) was constructed in the region, on which the results of the
statistical calculation of the radiation energy deposit were approximated. The gas of low
density (10-7 g/cm3) is added at the initial time to carry out end-to-end calculation in pores.
The results of modeling are presented in fig. 7, 8.
The irradiated object is in thermal equilibrium at the initial time (fig. 7a).
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a) initial time

b) after exposure to radiation

Fig.7. Temperature distributions in the object, keV

The results of the calculation of the density distribution in the object is shown in fig. 8.

a) initial time

b) after exposure to radiation

Fig.8. Density distributions in the object, g/cm3

Fig. 8 shows that the voids in the object are filled with the substance after irradiation of the
object. As a result, the pores become the centers of concentration of the substance, which
reduces the mechanical impulse of the shock wave propagating deep into the epoxy resin. The
dependence of the average density of the substance in the pores on time is presented in fig. 9.
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Fig. 9. The time dependence of the average density of the substance in the pores

5

CONCLUSION

The technology of the complex modeling of the radiation transport and the radiation-induced
thermomechanical fields in heterogeneous matter of porous type is worked out. The technology
includes the statistical method of modeling of the radiation particles flux propagation in porous
substance, the method of the numerical solution of the thermodynamic equations and the means
of data integration between results of radiation transport simulation and energy sources density in
equations describing the development of thermomechanical effects.
The geometric part of the model contains an algorithm for the construction of a realistic
geometric model of a porous medium with a direct account of the material structure at the micro
level. The algorithm includes a procedure for constructing a detection system for statistical
evaluation of radiation energy deposit during its propagation in the object. The detection system
is constructed as a set of non-intersecting spherical detectors, which also do not intersect with the
pores. The data integration method based on the algorithm of the multidimensional
approximation developed by use of the nonlinear regression model.
The results of model calculations show the efficiency of the elaborated technology for
supercomputer modeling of the generation and developing the complex radiation effects in
matter of heterogeneous porous materials.
Acknowledgements: The work was financial supported by the Russian Scientific Foundation
(project No. 17-71-30014).
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Summary. An equation of state is proposed for magnesium hydride MgH2 at high pressures.
The equation of state has the form of an analytic function of pressure upon specific volume
and specific internal energy. Results of calculations of the Hugoniot curve are given in comparison with available data from shock-wave experiments. One can use this equation of state in
numerical simulations of hydrodynamic processes in magnesium hydride under shock loading
conditions.
1 INTRODUCTION
Equation of state (EOS) of matter is a necessary part of hydrodynamic simulations of different non-steady processes [1–4]. For such processes as intense laser–substance interaction [5–
16], high-energy particle beams action upon materials [17–21], electrical explosion of conductors by powerful current pulses [22–28], flows of dielectric liquids at high electric fields [29],
and high velocity impingement of bodies [30–34], states in a broad region on the phase diagram
of a medium can be realized. The EOS, which is involved in simulations, over whole this region
influences on the accuracy of simulated results [35, 36].
Hydrides are chemical compounds with properties, which are of interest for the use, e.g., in
nuclear technologies [37–39]. Hydrides can appear in metals, when those are used in hydrogenous surroundings [40], and cause the change of properties of the initial materials.
In the present paper, an EOS of magnesium hydride MgH2 is proposed in the form of an
analytic function [41–44] of pressure (P) upon specific volume (V ) and specific internal energy
(E). Results of calculations of thermodynamic characteristics of this substance are compared
with available experimental data on shock compressibility of MgH2 .
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2 EOS MODEL
The chosen EOS model [41–44] is formulated in the framework of quasiharmonic approximation with taking into account anharmonic effects in the general form
P(V, E) = Pc (V ) +

Γ(V, E)
[E − Ec (V )],
V

(1)

where Ec is the energy of the substance at zero temperature T = 0; Pc = −dEc /dV is the corresponding pressure at T = 0; the coefficient Γ determines the thermal contribution to the EOS.
The cold energy is taken in the form of polynomial [45–52]


B0cV0c σcm σcn
+ Esub ,
Ec (V ) =
−
m−n m
n

(2)

in which, σc = V0c /V ; V0c and B0c are the specific volume and the bulk modulus at P = 0 and
T = 0. The sublimation energy Esub is determined from the normalizing condition Ec (V0c ) = 0
that gives
B0cV0c
Esub =
.
(3)
mn
Coefficients m and n are determined with the use of shock-wave data.
The ratio of the thermal pressure P − Pc to the thermal energy density [E − Ec ]/V is defined
as a function of V and E [41–44]:
Γ(V, E) = γi +

γc (V ) − γi
,
1 + σ −2/3 [E − Ec (V )]/Ea

(4)

where σ = V0 /V ; V0 is the specific volume under normal conditions, P = P0 = 0.1 MPa, E = E0 ;
the volume function γc (V ) corresponds to the case of low thermal energies, E − Ec ≪ Ea σ 2/3 ;
the constant γi characterizes the region of highly-heated matter, E − Ec ≫ Ea σ 2/3 . The value
of Ea determines the thermal energy of the transition of Γ from one limiting case to the other;
it is generally found from the results of experiments with strong shock waves. The Grüneisen
coefficient γ = V (∂ P/∂ E)V at T = 0 is taken as follows:

σ 2 + ln2 σm
γc (V ) = 2/3 + (γ0c − 2/3) 2 n 2
,
σn + ln (σ /σm )



E0 − Ec (V0 ) 2
γ0c = γi + (γ0 − γi ) 1 +
.
Ea

(5)

This form guarantees the value of the Grüneisen coefficient under normal conditions, γ (V0 , E0 ) =
γ0 , and gives the asymptotic value γc = 2/3 in the limiting cases of low and high compression
ratios σ . The parameters σn and σm in (5) are determined from the requirement of a good
agreement with shock-wave data for a substance in question.
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Figure 1: Hugoniot adiabat of magnesium hydride samples with initial density ρ00 = 1.37 g/cm3 : line corresponds
to the present EOS calculations; markers—experimental data [57].

3 PROPERTIES OF MAGNESIUM HYDRIDE
Magnesium hydride MgH2 under atmospheric pressure has a tetragonal structure [53]. Treatment at pressures 2.5–8 GPa and temperatures up to 1173 K induces the formation of orthorhombic [54, 55] and cubic [55] structures of MgH2 . At that, the cubic structure transforms
to the orthorhombic one when releasing pressure [55]. Under compression at room temperature,
the orthorhombic phase appears from 0.9 to 4 GPa and coexist with the tetragonal phase up to
9 GPa [56]. At pressures 9 and 17 GPa at room temperature, transformations to two more phases
with orthorhombic structures have been observed [56].
Shock compressibility of MgH2 is investigated using traditional planar explosive systems up
to pressure about 120 GPa [57].
In the framework of expressions (1)–(5), shock-wave data [57] have been generalized in the
form of an EOS for a whole investigated range of pressures. The EOS coefficients are obtained
as follows: V0 = 0.70423 cm3 /g, V0c = 0.69451 cm3 /g, B0c = 18.0276 GPa, m = 1, n = 1.79,
σm = 0.8, σn = 1, γ0c = 1.45, γi = 0.45 and Ea = 20 kJ/g.
Calculated Hugoniot curve of MgH2 samples with initial density ρ00 = 1.37 g/cm3 is compared with data from shock-wave experiments [57] in figures 1–3.
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Figure 2: Hugoniot adiabat of MgH2 samples with ρ00 = 1.37 g/cm3 : notations are analogous to figure 1.

This Hugoniot calculation is based on the energy conservation relation for the shock front [1]:
1
E = E0 + (P0 + P)(V00 −V ),
2

(6)

where parameters of shock-compressed state are related by the EOS function E = E(P,V );
V00 = ρ00−1 is the initial specific volume of samples, which is greater than V0 because of initial
porosity. Equation (6) gives the specific volume of shock-compressed material as a function of
pressure. Kinematic parameters of a shock-wave flow, which are the shock (Us ) and particle (Up )
velocities, follow from the mass and momentum conservation relations for the shock front [1]:
Us = V0

p

(P − P0 )/(V00 −V ),

Up =

p

(P − P0 )(V00 −V ).

(7)

An analysis of diagrams in figures 1–3 lets one to infer that the EOS provides for a good
overall agreement with shock-wave data. However, an alternative description of these data is
possible, where one can represent the Hugoniot consisting of two parts with a break between
them (see, e.g., a variant of such representation in [57]).
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Figure 3: The cold curve (Pc ) and the Hugoniot adiabat of samples with initial density ρ00 = 1.37 g/cm3 (H) for
MgH2 : lines correspond to the present EOS calculations; markers—experimental data [57].

4 CONCLUSIONS
Thus, the EOS of magnesium hydride MgH2 is proposed in the form of an analytic function
P = P(E,V ). This EOS describes thermodynamic properties of the compound over whole region investigated in shock-wave experiments. One can use the EOS in numerical simulations of
processes in this material at high energy densities.
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Summary. Two methods are suggested to reduce noise in images obtained by a
bi-directional stochastic ray tracing.
The first one uses filtering of the ratio of the ray-traced noisy image to the noise-free
“pivot” image obtained by a deterministic ray tracing. After back multiplying the filtering
result by the “pivot” image one gets a fine-detailed image with much reduced noise.
The second one uses filtering, but not of the resulting image but of the effective
illumination, integrated into ray tracing.
In most cases both methods do not destroy fine details while much reduce noise. The
first method is computationally cheaper, but for some scenes it may produce artifacts.
The second method is more universal, but requires more memory.
ABBREVIATIONS
MCRT = Monte Carlo ray tracing
FMCRT = forward Monte Carlo ray tracing. It is tracing of rays from light sources
toward scene objects accumulating of illumination on scene objects. Usually it is
used to calculate the secondary (indirect) illumination.
BMCRT = backward Monte Carlo ray tracing. It is tracing of rays from camera
through virtual screen toward scene objects. Usually it is used to get the virtual
scene image.
BDF = bi-directional scattering function. It describes surface luminance as a function
of the illumination and observation direction
BDD = backward diffuse depth. It is a specific parameter of a hybrid ray tracing, when
FMCRT calculates illumination and BMCRT is used to convert it to the observed
luminance. In this method the backward ray usually has a limited “length” and
terminates after BDD diffuse events.
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification: 78-04, 65C05, 65C20.
Key words and Phrases: Filtering, denoising, ray tracing, Monte Carlo ray tracing.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Images calculated with the bi-directional Monte Carlo ray tracing usually contain
substantial noise, which vanishes only after large run time. Depending on the peculiarities
of the method used to calculate the image, the noise can be different: either a rather
homogeneous random fluctuations, or isolated rare bright points or clusters consisting of
dozens of bright points. In either case small-scale or low contrast image elements can be
completely obscured by that noise.
A usual denoising method is filtration but even a bilateral filter can distort smallscale details. Therefore many efforts were spent on the search of an “optimal” filter that
reduces noise without distortion of small scale image structure.
Filtering was used long ago [1], [2] but its results were not that good. The noise was
reduced by averaging over a neighborhood of the target point, thus strong noise reduction
required averaging over a large “window” that kills high-frequency components of the
signal. A good reviews can be found in [3] and [4].
Therefore for the traditional linear filters (which convolve the signal with the averaging “kernel”) reduction of noise and keeping small details are incompatible. Possible
approaches to overcome that include expansion by wavelet, Laplace pyramid (level of detail) etc, see e.g. [5]. Besides there is a well-known bilateral filter which is nonlinear and
its kernel vanishes where the input signal deviates too much from its value in the target
point (filter center). As a result it keeps the boundaries between different object well.
But a low contrast texture such as foliage can be completely destructed.
Recently this filter had been revisited and extended in [6], [7], [3]. The key idea
is to add a criterion of point exclusion. In the original bilateral filter it was just the
difference in brightness. But besides it one can use the difference of the gradient or another
accompanying information. For images obtained by ray tracing it can be the normal field
[6]. However using the noisy signal (say nothing about its gradient) as a criterion does not
work when the noise level is comparable or exceeds the “regular” difference. A possible
remedy is that the criterion compares not the original signal but some pre-filtered one or
histograms [6].
At last it can be good to compare not the pointwise values but their spatial distribution
in some neighbor areas. For example, when filtering a noisy image of a printed text we
compare “windows” of the size of a text letter. If the window around a point differs
too much from that around the central point, all points in that window are effectively
excluded from averaging. Then ideally this filter will average all pixels of one letter “a”
over the matching pixels of another “a” entries, even if they are spatially distant. Since
averaging goes over windows with the same regular distribution, it does not destroy any
detail. And if there were many entries of the “a” letter, they will be completely denoised.
Such a filter is described in [7].
For periodic or quasi-periodic images like wallpaper it works excellently: in the noisy
source image the wallpaper texture is completely indistinguishable while the filtered image
shows it with all detail and fine contrast. But for a completely irregular texture like foliage,
fur, etc. the results are much worse, although still much better than for the traditional
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convolving filters.
Filters based upon such nonlinear and nonlocal averaging are popular now, and many
possible ways of improvements were suggested [6]. But even they do not work well in all
cases. Besides, they are computationally expensive because the averaging area is large
and for each point the whole image area is processed even if eventually the criteria assigns
zero weight for most of pixels.
One can apply filters not to the image itself, but to the ray paths [8] as well. The
method from [9] is in a sense similar: a Monte Carlo ray trajectory depends on several
random (and usually independent) variables used to choose the scattering direction, etc.
As a result, the image part is also a function of such random parameters, and the idea is
to reconstruct this dependence and then use fewer samples for the same noise level.
A promising direction is to approximate a surface BDF via some analytic models that
admit fast ray tracing but such that the difference from the exact BDF is a slowly varying
function that can be filtered [10].
Another class of methods is based upon the usage of the additional “image layer”.
This is possible not always, but for the images calculated by ray tracing usually one can
obtain a plenty of that additional layers that help in effective denoising. For example,
let us imagine a textured plane under illumination that changes slowly along it, such as
a newspaper illuminated by skylight. Its ray traced image can be strongly noisy, but it
is known that the exact image (to be obtained by denoising) is a product of a slowly
varying illumination by a high-frequency modulator (texture). That texture is known a
priori or can be obtained by a noise-free deterministic ray tracing. Then filtered must
be only the illumination, and because it is slowly changing, even traditional convolving
filters proceed it well and fast. Then the result is multiplied by the known texture and
we obtain the denoised image with all details [11]. Other decompositions of the original
image into several components are also possible, see e.g. [5].
Depending on the ray tracing method the scene and so on advantageous are different
decompositions. This class of methods is not a pure filtration, because it is integrated
into the Monte Carlo ray tracing. To some extent mutations of the ray trajectories also
can be related to this area. Although mutations are mainly used in the Metropolis Light
Transport [12], they can be also applied in the “standard” Monte Carlo ray tracing.
Filtering of the luminance of a turbid medium (sun-lit clouds, etc.) in [13] also utilizes
an additional information, which here is a gradient of the density of medium.
This paper describes a two filter-like methods that advance the above ideas.
The former filter uses decomposition of the original noisy image into a product of
a noise-free small-scale “pivot” image and a noisy large-scale function that thus can be
efficiently filtered [11]. It can be thought of as an evolution of [14] but using ambient
illumination instead of their “virtual flash light” coming from camera.
The second approach operates not the luminance image, but “effective illumination”
assuming the indirect illumination is smooth. In the bi-directional Monte Carlo ray tracing
indirect illumination of a camera ray hit point is calculated by emitting a BMCRT ray from
that point and tracing it gathering FMCRT hit points in each its scattering event. This
can be termed “effective illumination”. This filter operates just that effective illumination
and is advantageous when the reflected BMCRT rays rarely hit well illuminated areas. It
is integrated into the bi-directional Monte Carlo ray tracing engine instead of processing
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the final image [15]. It can be thought of as an evolution of [8] which averaged over
ray trajectories. Our approach adds compensation for fast variation of the normal, BDf,
texture etc.
Both methods work good for a large class of scenes, but in complex cases the first one
sometimes produces artifacts. The second method processes these cases correctly, but
it is more computationally expensive. Besides, as being integrated into the ray tracing
process, it must be started from the very beginning.
2

BRIGHTNESS OF PIXEL IN BI-DIRECTIONAL RAY TRACING

For the further explanations we have to describe how the luminance in a pixel is
calculated in our variant of bi-directional ray tracing for scenes like shown in Figure 5.
It must be emphasized that camera ray does not undergo any specular events before the
first diffuse hit. This luminance is
ˆ
L(v) =

2



fA(v) (v, u; nA(v) )(u · nA(v) )d u
NB X
NF
X
χi,j Ej
1
fB(v,ui ) (ui , V j ; nB(v,ui ) )
×
NB NF i=1 j=1
πRi2

(1)

where i enumerates camera (BMCRT) rays, traced through this pixel, and j enumerates
FMCRT rays from lights. Then, v is the direction of the first segment of camera ray
which we assume fixed for all rays traced through this pixel, u being the direction of its
second segment (already random). Direction of the FMCRT ray segment is denoted V j
and the ray energy in the segment end as Ej .
Then, A(v) and B(v, ui ) are the first and the second diffuse hits of that camera ray.
The former is fixed while the second is already random because after diffuse reflection
the ray direction becomes random. The normal to a surface in the point X is denoted
nX . BDF in luminance factor units in point X is fX (v, u; n), where v is direction of
observation and u is direction of illumination.
It should be noted that if there are specular surfaces in the camera ray path, it becomes
random after the vertex A(v), and thus B(v, u) is a stochastic function of v and u.
The indicator function χi,j is 1 if the j-th FMCRT ray hits integration sphere around
B(v, ui ), and 0 otherwise. If the camera ray does not have a second diffuse hit, χi,j = 0.
At last Ri is the radius of the integration sphere around B(v, ui ).
In our MCRT direction u of the reflection of the camera ray is sampled according to
BDF and thus its angular density is
ρ(u|v, nA(v) ) = ´

fA(v) (v, u; nA(v) )(u · nA(v) )
fA(v) (v, u; nA(v) )(u · nA(v) )d2 u

(2)

If contribution of the i-th camera ray (and all FMCRT rays) is
NF
1 X
Ej
F (v, ui ) ≡
fB(v,ui ) (ui , V j ; nB(v,ui ) )χi,j
NF j=1
πRi2
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then the increment of the pixel luminance from the i-th ray can be written as
ˆ

1
2
∆L(ui ) =
fA(v) (v, u; nA(v) )(u · nA(v) )d u F (v, ui )
NB
3

(4)

OBSERVED LUMINANCE OF SCENE

The expression (3) is the estimate of luminance observed in direction ui from the point
A(v).
Indeed, the expectation of the value (3) over the set of FMCRT rays (but fixed camera
ray path!) is
hF (v, ui )i = a(ui )LB(v,ui ) (wi )

(5)

where a(ui ) is attenuation (volumetric or by specular surfaces) along this camera path,
started from A(v) in direction ui and ended in B(v, ui ) while having direction wi , and
LB(v,ui ) (wi ) is luminance of the point B(v, ui ) in direction wi . Let us note that if there
are no specular surfaces in the camera ray path, B(v, ui ) is fixed and wi = ui . If there
are specular surfaces in that path, B(v, ui ) and wi are random.
The expectation of (5) with respect to the camera ray trajectory after reflection in
A(v) in the given direction u is
hhF (v, u)ii = LA(v) (u)

(6)

where LX (u) is the luminance of the whole scene seen from X in direction u.
The expectation of the pixel luminance, i.e the average of (1) over both FMCRT and
BMCRT sets can then be written as
ˆ
hhLii = fA(v) (v, u; nA(v) )(u · nA(v) )LA(v) (u)Θ((u · nA(v) ))d2 u
(7)
4

IMAGE-BASED FILTER

The first of the suggested methods processes the noisy image after completion of ray
tracing.
The main idea behind it is the usage of the “pivot” image obtained by a deterministic
ray tracing under a unit ambient illumination. The original noisy image is firstly divided
by that pivot and then this ratio (usually it is a smooth large-scale function unless noise)
is processed by a usual filter like bilateral. After multiplying the result back by the pivot
image one obtains the denoised image which retains the fine structure.
This filter can be applied for both direct and caustic illumination as well, but is most
advantageous for the diffuse (secondary) illumination.
4.1

What to filter: “pseudo-brightness”

Let dependence of the BDF on space point be just its modulation by single texture t.
In this case (7) reduces to
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ˆ
hhLii = tA(v)

f (v, u; nA(v) )(u · nA(v) )LA(v) (u)Θ((u · nA(v) ))d2 u

(8)

In the image part which does not contain boundaries of the scene objects, small-scale
components of luminance are caused by either texture, or variation of normal (relief), or
caustic illumination.
Frequently the reason is texture, so (8) is a product of a deterministic modulator t
and a slowly changing integral.
While ray tracing we get the hit point A(v) and thus can obtain the texture value in
it.
estimate of a slowly changing field
´ Dividing the (noisy) image by it we get a noisy
f (v, u; nA(v) )(u · nA(v) )LA(v) (u)Θ((u · nA(v) ))d2 u, which thus admits efficient filtering
with a “conventional” image filter, e.g. bilateral. Back multiplying the result by the
texture one gets the denoised image which retains the small-scale details.
This algorithm is computationally inexpensive as compared to that described in Section 5 concerning both memory and time. It has, however, stronger limitations: does not
work with multiple textures or surface relief, see Section 7.
There is a slight modification that does not require extension of tracer to retrieve
texture. In some cases it provides better results, e.g. for multiple textures (when the
surface BDF is a sum of several ones, each modulated with own texture), although formally
this is not supported.
Instead of texture it uses the so-called “pivot” image calculated with a deterministic
method for a uniform ambient illumination. Pixel luminance under this illumination is
ˆ
La = tA(v) f (v, u; nA(v) )(u · nA(v) )Θ((u · nA(v) ))d2 u
(9)
Usually both this and the “main” image have the same small-scale structure, the
difference being rather slowly varying brightness (due to different illumination), see Figure
1. That is, the ratio
L
La
is a noisy function with slowly changing expectation. Indeed, if the fast variation of
luminance is due to texture, then the integrals in both (8) and (9) are smooth fields, the
more so being their ratio hhzii. The field z is termed “pseudo-brightness”.
After filtering this z with a “usual” image filter (e.g. bilateral) and back multiplying
the result by La one obtains the denoised image which retains the small-scale texture
details.
Steep changes of hhzii which would result in image distortion are possible in case of
z=

 large gradients of illumination, e.g. in highlight spots, caustics, boundaries of shadows or near light sources. In most cases, though, the secondary illumination varies
slowly and the above effects are not fatal for filtering;
 fast variations of the normal field, e.g. for surface relief.
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Figure 1: The effect of illumination. The left image was calculated with bi-directional ray tracing for
the real illumination. The right image was calculated by a deterministic rendering assuming unit
ambient illumination.
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Figure 2: Filtering area and its 4 quadrants.

A natural remedy against the above is to exclude pixels where hhzii is not smooth enough.
For example, use only areas where it admits a local linear or parabolic fitting. The
difficulty is that we do not have hhzii but only z where it is difficult to distinguish between
the noise and large gradients.
4.2

Local approximation to z(x, y)

Filtering of a noisy function over the area R(x0 , y0 ) around the target pixel (x0 , y0 )
can be formulated as construction of a smooth approximation in that area so that its
value at (x0 , y0 ) gives the filtered function.
In our case the filtering area is always a square R(x0 , y0 ) with centre at (x0 , y0 ), see
Figure 2. How the size of the square is chosen is described in Section 4.3.
For both the whole square and its 4 quadrants we calculate the best-fit plane Z =
ax + by + c:
X
wa (x, y)(ax + by + c − z(x, y))2 = min!
x,y

where (x, y) are the pixel coordinates and wa is the weight somewhat similar to that in a
bilateral filter:
(x − x0 )2 + (y − y0 )2
|z(x, y) − hzi(x, y)|
− σ(x, y) −
wa (x, y) ≡ exp −k
hzi(x, y)
R(x0 , y0 )
X
1
hzi(x, y) ≡
z(x, y)
N x,y



(10)

Here R(x0 , y0 ) is the “radius” of filter, i.e the size of the square, σ(x, y) is the estimated
variance of the value to fit. The above fitting includes only the “good” pixels i.e. those
where the noise σ(x, y) is below the allowed threshold.
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The best fit plane for the whole square is denoted Z(x, y), while Zm (x, y) is the one
for the m-th quadrant.
The final approximation to z(x, y) is then defined as
Z(x, y) + wm Zm (x, y)
(11)
1 + wm
where m is the index of the quarter which includes (x, y), and the weight wm is defined
as

8
Z(x, y) Zm (x, y)
wm (x0 ,y0 ; x, y) = max
,
(12)
Zm (x, y) Z(x, y)
z(x0 ,y0 ; x, y) =

4.3

Choosing radius of filter

The search for the optimal size of the square begins with 5 × 5 pixels, increasing it
until one of the stop criterion is satisfied:
 The size achieved is sufficient to reduce noise below the target value.
 The size reached allowed maximum.
 Too strong variation of luminance over the area, e.g. the area includes shadow
boundary. This criterion means that the difference between Z(x0 , y0 ) and four
Zm (x0 , y0 ) defined in Section 4.2 exceeds allowed maximum.

If none of the above criteria is satisfied we increase the size by one pixel and check again.
It should be noted that strong variation of normal and discontinuities in the projection
of the visible scene geometry are not stop criteria. Instead the pixels where these variations
are too strong are effectively excluded from fitting.
4.4

Two stages of averaging and the filtered value

Usually the filtered value in (x0 , y0 ) is calculated by finding the smooth fitting in the
filter area around (x0 , y0 ) and evaluating the fitting function in (x0 , y0 ).
We however use slightly different method. Again, we find the best-fit smooth function
(11). But then it is evaluated in all pixels in the filter area and these values are added
to the accumulated result of filtering with weight (12). Therefore, the resulting filtered
image is a weighted sum over all filter squares R(x0 , y0 ) that include the given pixel (x, y):
X
(13)
ζ(x, y) =
w(x, y; x0 , y0 )z(x0 ,y0 ; x, y)
x0 ,y0 : R(x0 ,y0 )3(x,y)

In most cases this method allows to decrease the error of approximation. For example,
let us apply filtering to a noise-free 1D function f (x) = x2 . An ideal filter should yield that
same function, but a real one slightly distorts it. The linear approximation in a cell of size
2
∆ has accuracy about ∆12 . Therefore, when calculating the value of the filtered function
2
in the center of cell we introduce distortion about ∆12 . Meanwhile if it is calculated as an
average over all cells including the target point, this value has smaller deviation from the
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Figure 3: Approximation of illumination for a saw-teeth profile. Illumination of each even face of a tooth
is approximated only from illumination of even faces (i.e. half of area) while illumination of an odd face
is approximated only from that of another odd faces.

exact x2 . If the averaging weight is constant this deviation is exactly 0 and for a variable
2
weight it is still much less than ∆12 .
The above example is not a proof, but usually the approach described is really advantageous and it is used to calculate the filtered image.
The weight w(x, y; x0 , y0 ) ranges from 0 thru 1. It is defined as a product of the base
weight (12) and several additional components:
 The term due to the difference of normals:



wn (x, y; x0 , y0 ) =

((n(x, y)·n(x0 , y0 ))4 ,
0,

(n(x, y)·n(x0 , y0 ) >
(n(x, y)·n(x0 , y0 ) ≤

1
2
1
2

This component allows to have sharp boundaries of scene objects and well approximate a saw-teeth profile like shown in Figure 3. Illumination of each even face of a
tooth is approximated only from illumination of even faces (i.e. half of area) while
illumination of an odd face is approximated only from that of another odd faces.
 The component wb for a boundary of a scene object. An example of an object
boundary as a step profile is shown in Figure 4. When approximating the point
A the domain in the bottom half has zero weight, i.e. is effectively excluded. Be
the weight unit, the step would visually disappear because illumination would be
smoothed to nearly uniform, while the luminance factor (BDF) for both halves is
the same. As a result the filtered luminance is constant across the step. Therefore
wb = 0 near projections of the boundaries of the scene objects.
 The component to not intermix different “parts”. In rendering, adjacent pixels can
be projected onto different objects, or to different parts of the same object which
have different optical properties. Besides, in scenes with specular elements, while
looking at the partially specular floor camera sees both that floor and also reflection
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Figure 4: Approximation of illumination near a boundary of a scene object.

of the rest scene in it. In this case this weight component ranges from 1 when all
visible objects and their parts in pixels (x0 , y0 ) and (x, y) are the same to 0 when
they are different.
After processing all central pixels (x0 , y0 ) we obtain the filtered field ζ(x, y) given by
(13). It is then back multiplied by the pivot image La
L(x, y) = La (x, y)ζ(x, y)
This is the final denoised image.
5

RAY TRACING FILTER

The second of the suggested methods is integrated into the process of bi-directional ray
tracing with the use of photon maps. It affects only the secondary (diffuse) illumination
component of the image. While formally it can also be applied to the direct and caustic
components, the gain is very limited.
The basic idea behind the method is that pixel luminance is calculated using camera
rays traced through neighbor pixels, i.e. it is somehow similar to mutations of ray paths.
The part of the path before the first diffuse hit is taken for this pixel, while the rest
part (after it) is from a neighbor pixel. The luminance is then calculated for this glued
trajectory.
5.1

Scenes where this method is most advantageous

The method is rather universal and can work with a wide class of scenes, including
those where the camera ray undergoes multiple specular scattering. However it can be
better explained for a scene like shown in Figure 5.
Camera sees the right cylinder directly. The camera ray reflects from it and then
either leaves the scene or hits the left cylinder illuminated by diffuse light and there
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Figure 5: Example scene consisting of two diffuse cylinders, camera and lights (not shown). Red rays are
from lights. Green rays are from camera. Dashed rays are those which do not contribute to the image.
In this example BDD=1.

collects illumination brought by those FMCRT rays which hit its integration circle. The
first hit point (in the right cylinder surface) collects only direct and caustic illumination
which we suppose does not reach that surface.
The noise in a scene of such type mainly arises because
 many camera rays after reflection miss the 2nd cylinder and thus do not contribute
to the image.
 the density of FMCRT hits for the left cylinder is low and thus even those camera
rays which reach it estimate illumination with too high variance.

5.2

Filter

Filter area consists of the central pixel p and the “periphery” {p0 } = Fp around it.
Now let that whenever a reflected camera ray brings luminance to p, it is also applied
to all peripheral pixels in Fp incrementing their luminance.
Let its contribution to the luminance of p itself be wp←p (ui )∆Lp←p (ui ) where
∆Lp←p (ui ) is given by (4), the wp←p (ui ) being the yet unknown “self-weight”. Let also
the contribution of that same ray to the luminance of a pixel p0 ∈ Fp be
∆Lp0 ←p (ui ) = wp0 ←p (ui )Cp0 ←p (ui )∆Lp←p (ui )
where
Cp0 ←p (u) =

fA(v0 ) (v 0 , u; nA(v0 ) )(u · nA(v0 ) )
Θ((u · nA(v0 ) ))
fA(v) (v, u; nA(v) )(u · nA(v) )

(14)

and wp0 ←p (ui ) is an “inter-pixel” weight that can depend on any camera ray parameters
for these pixels, such as positions of their first hit points, the normals to the surface in
the first hit points, BDF, directions of segments of the camera ray, etc., The step function
(Θ(x) = 0 for x < 0 and 1 otherwise) ensures that only those camera rays which are above
the local horizon of p0 are used, i.e. those for which (ui · nA(v0 ) ) ≥ 0.
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As a result, a camera ray fired through p0 increments the luminance of p by
wp←p0 (u0i )Cp←p0 (u0i )∆Lp0 ←p0 (u0i ) so its luminance accumulated after tracing of NB BMCRT
rays and NF FMCRT rays is

ep =
L

NB
X

wp←p (ui )∆Lp→p (ui )

i=1
NB
X

+

X

wp←p0 (u0i )Cp←p0 (u0i )∆Lp0 ←p0 (u0i )Θ((u0i · nA(v) ))

i=1 p0 ∈Fp

In view of (4) this can be rewritten as
ˆ

NB
1 X
fA(v) (v, u; nA(v) )(u · nA(v) )d u
wp←p (ui )F (v, ui )
NB i=1
ˆ

0
2
+
fA(v0 ) (v , u; nA(v0 ) )(u · nA(v0 ) )d u
2

ep =
L



NB
X 1 X
Cp←p0 (u0i )wp←p0 (u0i )F (v 0 , u0i )Θ((u0i · nA(v) ))
×
NB i=1
p0 ∈F
p

where {u0i } and {ui } are the directions (of the 2nd segment) of camera rays fired through
p0 and p, respectively.
The FMCRT ray set is independent from our new rule of the luminance calculation.
Averaging over that set and over the trajectory of the camera ray after the first diffuse
hit in A(v), one obtains with the help of (6) that
ˆ

NB
1 X
wp←p (ui )LA(v) (ui )
fA(v) (v, u; nA(v) )(u · nA(v) )d u
NB i=1
ˆ

0
2
+
fA(v0 ) (v , u; nA(v0 ) )(u · nA(v0 ) )d u
2

ep i =
hL



NB
X 1 X
×
wp←p0 (u0i )Cp←p0 (u0i )LA(v0 ) (u0i )Θ((u0i · nA(v) ))
NB i=1
p0 ∈F
p

Directions {ui } and {u0i } are those of really traced rays after reflection in A(v) or
A(v 0 ), respectively. Therefore they are distributed with density ρ(u|v, nA(v) ), respectively
ρ(u0 |v 0 , nA(v0 ) ), given by (2). Averaging over that directions and applying (14) for swapped
pixels p ↔ p0 , one arrives at
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ˆ
ep ii =
hhL
+

wp←p (u)fA(v) (v, u; nA(v) )(u · nA(v) )LA(v) (u)d2 u
X ˆ
wp←p0 fA(v) (v, u; nA(v) )(u · nA(v) )LA(v0 ) (u)Θ((u · nA(v) ))d2 u
p0 ∈Fp

ˆ

=

fA(v) (v, u; nA(v) )(u · nA(v) )LeA(v) (u)d2 u

Comparing the last line with (7) we recognize the luminance of p under filtered illumination
X
LeA(v) (u) ≡ wp←p (u)LA(v) (u) +
wp←p0 LA(v0 ) (u)Θ((u · nA(v) )).
(15)
p0 ∈Fp

If illumination of the surface of the right cylinder varies slowly, the difference between
LA(v) (u) and LA(v0 ) (u) can be neglected and then
ˆ
ep ii ≈
hhL




X

wp←p (u) +

p0 ∈F

wp←p0 (u)Θ((u · nA(v) ))

p

fA(v) (v, u; nA(v) )(u · nA(v) )LA(v) (u)d2 u
For this to match the exact value (7) it suffices that
X
wp←p (u) = 1 −
wp←p0 (u)Θ((u · nA(v) ))
p0 ∈F

(16)

p

The term Θ means that for directions u that could not be emitted for p0 and thus
come only from p itself, the self-weight is 1, while for directions that could come from
another pixel, the self-weight must be reduced to avoid overestimation from summing
both contributions.
Usually, wp←p0 (u) is symmetric against the two pixels and is defined so that it vanishes
when
 the distance between A(v) and A(v 0 ) is too large
 nA(v0 ) is too different from nA(v)
 fA(v) (v, u; nA(v) )(u·nA(v) ) is too different from fA(v) (v 0 , u0 ; nA(v0 ) )(u0 ·nA(v0 ) ); notice
the BDFs are taken in the same space point because otherwise filtering can be
effectively disabled in case of modulation by a texture

and besides, the weight is a descending function like Gauss of a distance between the
image points p0 and p. Therefore, the weight can be defined as e.g.
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0 2




wp←p0 (u) = C exp −α kp − p k exp −β(1 − (nA(v0 ) · nA(v) ))

(17)
× exp −γF 2


0
0
0
fA(v) (v , u ; nA(v0 ) )(u · nA(v0 ) )
fA(v) (v, u; nA(v) )(u · nA(v) )
F ≡ max
,
fA(v) (v, u; nA(v) )(u · nA(v) )
fA(v) (v 0 , u0 ; nA(v0 ) )(u0 · nA(v0 ) )
The constant C and two first terms are independent from the direction of scattering u
and therefore are named the “fixed part” of the weight. They can be calculated in advance
and kept. The last term is the “variable part” which can decrease weight depending on
the direction of the scattered ray.
The constant C < 1 is chosen so that wp←p (u) calculated from (16) should be not too
small (say, at least 0.5) even for the fixed part of weight:
C

X
p0 ∈Fp

and then wp←p (u) >
6



 1
2
exp −α kp − p0 k exp −β(1 − (nA(v0 ) · nA(v) )) <
2
1
2

for the full weight (17).

RESULTS FOR THE IMAGE FILTER

Results of the filter are presented in Figures 6 and 7. The top panel shows the reference
image, the bottom left panel is the noisy image obtained with bi-directional ray tracing,
and the bottom right panel is the filtered image.
Figure 6 is for the well-known scene Cornel Box with textures on the walls. Figure 7
is for a room interior.
One can see that the noise is strongly reduced with small-scale details, textures and
boundaries of objects are not distorted.
7

RESULTS FOR THE RAY TRACING FILTER
Results of the application of this method are demonstrated for three scenes.

7.1

Plane with relief

Scene is a 2 × 2 meter square, illuminated by a point light in a matte (pure diffuse
scattering) spherical shade of radius 10 cm located 1.5 meter above the square centre.
The square surface has a random relief and a Gaussian BRDF (integral reflectance 0.9
and width 90◦ ), modulated by texture of three letters “ABC”.
Figure 8 shows the reference image obtained by ray tracing in 4000 seconds without
filtering, the original image (obtained by bi-directional stochastic ray tracing in 200 sec),
and the results of application of the two suggested filters to this calculation. Radius of
both filters was 30 pixels. One can see that both filters greatly reduced noise, but the
“image filter” blurred the sharp boundaries of the relief facets and overestimated the
brightness of the texture letters “ABC”.
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Figure 6: Scene Cornell Box with textures on the walls. Top to bottom: the reference image, the noisy
image obtained with bi-directional ray tracing, the filtered image. Next to each image an enlarged
ceiling rectangle is shown.
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Figure 7: Scene for interior of a room with partially specular oor. Top to bottom: the reference image,
the noisy image obtained with bi-directional ray tracing, the filtered image. Next to each image an
enlarged ceiling rectangle is shown.
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Figure 8: Top row: reference image, original image. Bottom row: denoising with the image filter,
denoising with the tracing filter.
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7.2

Double textured plane

Scene is a 5 × 5 meter size square, illuminated by a point light in a matte (pure diffuse
scattering) spherical shade of radius 30 cm located 1.5 meter above the square centre.
BDF of the surface is a sum of Lambert component (albedo 0.5) and Gaussian component (integral reflectance 0.5). The Lambert component is modulated by the chessboard
texture, and the Gaussian component is modulated by the texture of periodically repeated
text “FRONT”.
Figure 9 shows the reference image obtained by ray tracing in 4000 seconds without
filtering, the original image (obtained by bi-directional stochastic ray tracing in 100 sec),
and the results of application of the two suggested filters to this calculation. Radius
of both filters was 30 pixels. One can see that both filters greatly reduced noise, but
the “image filter” produced some artifacts: first, halo around the white squares of the
chessboard and second, overestimated the contrast of text in the upper part.
7.3

Scene with specular reflections

This is a well known test scene “Cornell Box” with surface attributes changed. Now
there is 20% of mirror-like BRDF and about 60% of Gaussian BRDF of width 60◦ . For
the two front boxes the diffuse BRDF is modulated by the texture of letters “ABC”.
Figure 10 shows the reference image obtained by ray tracing in 7000 seconds without
filtering, the original image (obtained by bi-directional stochastic ray tracing in 140 sec),
and the results of application of the two suggested filters to this calculation. Radius of
both filters was 40 pixels. One can see that both filters greatly reduced noise, but the
“image filter” produced more artifacts (it is more spotted).
8

PROCESSING OF SPECULAR EVENTS

In the initial formulation of our methods we assumed that there are no specular events
in the camera ray path before the first diffuse hit. However frequently this is not so, e.g.
when we look through a window glass or see reflections in a glossy floor. In this case
the camera ray hits a specular surface where it can reflect or refract and then travels to
different paths. The reflected or refracted rays may in turn hit a specular surface and
reflect/refract there and so on.
Both our methods take this effect into account in a similar way.
In stochastic ray tracing we choose reflection or refraction event at random and then
continue this one ray. In deterministic rendering used to obtain the “pivot” image both
reflected and refracted rays are traced further. Then each of them can be later split in
two on the next specular surface. As a result instead of a single path we have a tree. The
number of rays grows exponentially so we limit the number of specular events processed.
It is possible that a surface can have a mixture of specular and diffuse properties as
it is for a lacquered table. In this case the luminance of a pixel is a sum over all specular
paths plus the “own” luminance of the diffuse part.
Similarly the “exact” image which differs from the pivot in illumination is a sum over
all specular paths. Each type of specular path (e.g. “reflection–transmission–reflection–
reflection”) yields a “partial” image. The same is true for the pivot image.
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Figure 9: Top row: reference image, original image. Bottom row: denoising with the image filter,
denoising with the tracing filter.
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Figure 10: Top row: reference image, original image. Bottom row: denoising with the image filter,
denoising with the tracing filter. Shown is only the image component related to diffuse (secondary)
illumination.
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Each deterministic “partial image” has its counterpart as the stochastic partial image;
they have the same camera ray path before the first hit. But since the “exact” image is
an infinite sum, there is also the “remainder” which is caused by specular paths whose
length is beyond the limit allowed for the deterministic rendering.
Denoising methods from Sections 4 or 5 are then applied to each “partial image”
independently and successively. Obviously only a finite number of them can be processed;
the rest are left unfiltered. This does not have a strong effect because since the infinite
sum converges, the remainder is small.
Therefore both BMCRT and deterministic rendering keep the partial images instead
of summing them on the fly as usual.
The final result is the sum of the filtered partial images and the unfiltered remainder.
9

CONCLUSION

As shown above, both filters well denoise images obtained by bi-directional Monte
Carlo ray tracing while preserving fine details. So they allow to reduce the time needed
to compute image of the same quality by an order of magnitude.
The image-based filter has more limitations and can produce artifacts in case of multiple textures or surfaces with relief. But for most of “usual” scenes it works good while
requires a few extra resources (time and memory). It can be turned on any time when
needed.
The ray-tracing filter is more universal and can process correctly those scenes where the
image-based filter produces artifacts. But it is more computationally expensive; besides,
it must be turned on in the beginning of ray tracing and can not be turned on in arbitrary
moment later.
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Summary. The article consists brief results of theoretical researches and the practical
involvement of Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics (KIAM) workers in already
realized, current and perspective projects of space researches and exploration using
spacecrafts. The Institute (at present - Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics of RAS) was
founded in 1953 to solve some vital problems facing the country with modern mathematical
methods implementation. From the very beginning, KIAM actively participates in mission
design and practical implementation in many space projects. Often the Institute’s contribution
to the ballistic design and ballistic-navigational support of spacecraft flights was decisive. At
the initiative of S.P. Korolev and M.V. Keldysh, the Ballistic Center was established in the
Institute, which, in close cooperation with S.P. Korolev Rocket and Space Corporation
Energia, Lavochkin NPO, TsNIIMash and other industry organizations, successfully carried
out the ballistic-navigational support for the flight control of automatic spacecrafts towards
celestial bodies of the solar system, space devices within the framework of national programs
of human space flights, the space system "Energia-Buran", flights of automatic space vehicles
for astrophysical researches "Astron", "Granat", "Interball", "Spectr-R" and lot of other
spacecrafts. The Institute also successfully carries out works on mission design of perspective
spacecraft flights.
1

AT THE BEGINNING

October 4 2017 marked the 60th anniversary of the launch of the Russian R-7 rocket from
the Baikonur Cosmodrome, which brought the world's first artificial earth satellite (AES) into
its orbit. Lot of Soviet scientists and engineers worked on the creation of this spacecraft
(Figure 1), among which SP Korolev, M.V. Keldysh and M.K. Tikhonravov should be
highlighted. From this moment, the era of space exploration using spacecrafts (SC) was open.
Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics (further – the Institute) at all stages of its
development and operation takes a direct part in the ballistic and navigation support in the
design and implementation of spacecraft flights [1-22].
There are several periods directly related to the scientific and practical activities of
Mstislav Vsevolodovich Keldysh in the formation of the Institute.
In 1944, at the V.A. Steklov' Mathematical Institute the Department of mechanics was
formed by, the head of which stayed Mstislav Keldysh. Since then, M.V. Keldysh was
engaged in rocket dynamics and applied celestial mechanics.
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification: 37Q05, 70Q05, 70M20, 70F15.
Key words and Phrases: spacecraft, space vehicle, orbiter, artificial earth satellite, artificial moon satellite,
artificial martian satellite, ballistic center, ballistics-navigation support, onboard control system, gravity assist
maneuver, quasi-synchronous orbit, space radio telescope, very-long-baseline radiointerferometric (VLBI)
observations, Lagrange point L2 of the Sun-Earth system
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Figure 1. The first artificial Earth satellite. (Weight: 83.6 kg, diameter: 0.58 m. The radio
transmitters operated at frequencies of 20 and 40 MHz (wavelengths of 15 and 7.5 m)

The creation history of the first artificial Earth satellite. On August, 30, 1955 the
Commission on the development of the program of the launching of the satellite was
established. Academician M.V. Keldysh was appointed Chairman of the Commission.
•
September 14, 1956 meeting of the Presidium of the USSR Academy of Sciences
chaired by academician. Nesmeyanov, which is considered the creation of the first satellite
(object D).
•
On November, 25, 1956 the design of the “Prosteyshiy Sputnik-1” satellite
("Elementary Satellite 1" in Russian) was started.
•
On August, 21, 1957 successful flight of R-7 rocket tests.
•
On August, 31, 1957 ground tests of the Prosteyshiy Sputnik-1 satellite with the
R-7 rocket.
•
On October, 04, 1957 at 22: 28: 34 DMV launch of the first satellite.
On November, 30, 1946, M.V. Keldysh was elected as a full member of the Academy of
Sciences (academician). After that, he was appointed chief, and in August 1950 - scientific
director of NII-1, which is currently the M.V. Keldysh Research Center. The NII-1 creation
was supposed for solving problems in the rocketry. Since that time, the theory of the
composite rockets movement, the introduction of liquid-jet and ramjet engines into aviation,
unmanned missiles, control of the long-range missile flight have become the themes of the
research of M.V. Keldysh and his team. M.V. Keldysh devoted about 15 years (from 1947 to
1960) to the development of air-jet engines and the creation in the Design Bureau of
S.A. Lavochkin based on such an engine intercontinental cruise missile “Burya” ("Storm" in
Russian). Flight tests of the "Burya" began in 1957. In in early 1960 the maximum range of its
flight, 6500 km, allowed within the territory of the USSR, was achieved. At the same time, its
deviation from the goal was less than 8 km, which was a very high result for that time. The
"Burya" rocket carried out flights at altitudes of 18-25 km at a speed exceeding the sound
speed by three times. For comparison: at the same time an American cruise missile, similar in
characteristics, which was intended for approximately the same flight range, was not brought
to flight samples.
The acquaintance of M.V. Keldysh with the Chief Designer of long-range missiles
S.P. Korolev applies to 1947 and proceeds to the creative cooperation later.
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Thus M.V. Keldysh led several teams that worked on various important directions for the
country by 1953. In all applied works new methods of scientific research were required, and
first of all, the rational mathematical calculations first of all. Their generation and
implementation radically changed the scientific significance of computational mathematics.
M.V. Keldysh, the author of many deep scientific ideas, was one of the first people, who was
foreseeing the role of computational mathematics in the development of science and
technology [5-9].
By the decree of the Council of Ministers of the USSR in 1953, the Department of Applied
Mathematics (with the Rights of the Institute) was established at the Steklov’ Mathematical
Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences, Academician M.V. Keldysh became the director
of it. In 1966, this department was transformed into the Institute of Applied Mathematics of
the USSR Academy of Sciences, which currently bears the name of the Keldysh Institute of
Applied Mathematics of Russian Academy of Sciences (KIAM of RAS). Since the foundation
of the Institute under the leadership of Mstislav Vsevolodovich, a broad job front has been
conducted on rocket dynamics and applied celestial mechanics.
During the research period preceding the launch of the first artificial Earth satellite in
1957, main efforts of the Keldysh team were aimed at the intercontinental ballistic missile and
the cruise missiles creating. The Institute's work on the composite missiles, on their structure,
on the parameters and conditions determining the rocket shape, on the missile schemes, on the
missiles movement control, on the fluid mobility in the tanks significantly influenced on the
choice of the missiles design. In particular, in 1953, D.E. Okhotsimsky (later academician)
solved the variational problem of determination of the optical characteristics of the package of
missiles composite. These works helped S.P. Korolev to make the final choice of the scheme
of the R-7 composite missile and seriously improved the flight characteristics of this missile.
In 1953, the Institute first proposed the ballistic descent method of a spacecraft from the
orbit to Earth and demonstrated the possibility of its use in the implementation of human
space flight. As a result of the application of this descent method, the space flight of
Yu.A. Gagarin was completed by a successful landing (Figure 2).

Figure 2. The ballistic descent of the Yu.A. Gagarin’s spacecraft
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In 1954, the Institute's team developed the first concrete version of the system of
gravitational (passive) stabilization of an artificial satellite on the orbit and constructed the
theory of such stabilization.
Beginning in 1957, the scope of space subjects works has significantly expanded in the
Institute. We note only some of these works, which was had fundamental importance for
ballistic-navigation support for the design and implementation of spacecraft’ missions.
Already in 1957, a technique making it possible for the first time in our country to perform a
computer-based determination of the orbit of an artificial satellite according to optical
observations was developed. Soon the Institute the first in our country methods for
determining and predicting the parameters of the space vehicle motion from ground-based
radio-technical trajectory measurements developed. Later, according to an initiative of
S.P. Korolev and M.V. Keldysh, the Institute created the Ballistic Center (BC), which became
an integral part of the spacecraft control loop. E.L. Akim became the head of the KIAM BC.
2 ACHIEVEMENTS
The Institute conducted a wide range of fundamental research on the mechanics of motion
of artificial and natural celestial bodies.
First of all, the problems of high-precision determination and prediction of the motion of
the spacecraft' center of mass (CM) was considered. For this some methods and algorithms
were developed for the joint determination solving of both parameter sets: of the CM motion
and the parameters characterizing the influence of external forces on this motion. These
methods have opened up the possibility for the first time to create a model of the gravitational
field of the Moon along the trajectories of measurements of its artificial satellites [26]. The
Institute carried out pioneering work for developing methods and algorithms of solving the
problem of optimal target maneuvering of SC with multiple launching of onboard propulsion
system.
The above methods and algorithms have found wide applications in missions design and
their implementation.
The Institute team analyzed the possibility of a flight to Mars and Venus. Principal
technical solutions were found and substantiated. These include, in particular: the scheme and
method for SC’ accelerating with an intermediate launch to an open AES orbit, which became
later a universal method for SC accelerating; the operations management scheme of
interplanetary flight spacecraft. Using these schemes, based on the revealed features and
regularities of navigation, predicting the characteristics of the SC movement and optimal
correction of orbits, it became possible to achieve maximum accuracy of flight control with
minimum weighting costs for this control. The proposed schemes in their main features didn’t
need to upgrade over a long period of practice of space flights [1-3].
A wide range of fundamental results from the Institute's investigations was obtained. Thus,
the theorem on the stability conditions for the relative equilibrium of a satellite in a
gravitational field was proved. This result is used in the theory and practice of systems of
passive gravitational stabilization of satellites. The theory of oscillations of a satellite at the
elliptical orbit in a gravitational field was developed. A theory of the evolution of the rotation
of satellites under the influence of disturbing moments of forces (gravitational, magnetic,
aerodynamic, light pressure) was developed. The problem of determining the actual
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orientation of the satellite and the acting moments using on-board measurements was solved
[1-3].
The theory of the orbital tether systems motion was developed in the Institute. A resonant
theory of Generalized Cassini's laws of the rotation of natural and artificial celestial bodies is
created. This theory, in particular, justifies the empirical laws of Giovanni Domenico
Cassini (1693). The researches of N.G. Chetaev on the dynamics of systems with nonlinear
velocities by constraints were advanced in the Institute. A theory of mechanical systems,
controlled by superimposing of bond connections, was developed in the general case of
nonlinear and non-ideal ones. The methods for transient processes constructing that impart the
properties of attractors in the state space to servo-constraints were proposed. The problem of
the material point motion with a constant velocity modulus in the central gravitational field
was solved [1-3].
Works on the comprehensive ballistic design of a number of space flights were widely
launched at the Institute: a man in near-Earth space; automatic spacecraft on the AES orbit,
including those intended for servicing manned flights; automatic spacecraft to the Moon;
interplanetary automatic spacecraft, etc.
The collective of the Institute and its BC successfully carried out the works assigned to it
on ballistic and navigational support of the above-mentioned spacecraft missions.
2.1 Near Earth flights
An important role in the development of cosmonautics has historically been played by the
creative community of two outstanding scientists - M.V. Keldysh and S.P. Korolev. The
solution of the vital national challenge of rocket systems and manned SCs creation is directly
connected with the names of the outstanding designer, academician S.P. Korolev and a
number of the largest designers, the creators of numerous units and system. The outstanding
scientist M.V. Keldysh and the leaded by him Institute made a great role in the solving of the
theoretical and organizational aspects of the space flights challenge solving.
To the name of M.V. Keldysh was directly related the training and the flight execution on
April 12, 1961 on the space ship "Vostok by the first Earth cosmonaut Yu.A. Gagarin.
Mstislav Vsevolodovich much actively participated in the development of the space flights
programs, the design of the ship and the life support systems. The Institute played an
important role in the implementation of the entire subsequent flight programs of manned
spacecraft and orbital stations, which provided our country with a number of priority
achievements that made a significant contribution to the development of world cosmonautics.
The Institute has been directly involved in the implementation of all national manned space
flight programs for almost four decades after the first manned flight into space. The work
entrusted to it was carried out on the ballistic support of the flights of the component parts of
the space stations in the orbits of AES: the Salyut type stations [10], the Mir stations (Figure
3). KIAM Ballistic Center carried out the ballistic-navigation support (BNS) work assigned to
it to form the orbit of the satellite of the national segment as the germ of the international
space station (ISS).
The pride of Russian cosmonautics - the Mir research complex - was existed since the
launch of the Mir station in 1986 during 15 years. During this time, 5 scientific modules
carried of the flights to the station and were docked with it (Kvant, Kvant-2, Kristall, Spectr
and Priroda), as well as 31 Soyuz piloted spacecraft and 64 Progress cargo ships "Progress”.
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The trajectory measurements were promptly and regularly processed in the BC KIAM, the
current orbit was determined, the prediction of future movement was performed, and the
maneuvers parameters of each of these spacecraft were calculated. According to onboard
measurements, a selective analysis of the dynamics of the orbital complex near the center of
mass was carried out. The Institute's specialists participated in the selection of the scheme of
the forced descent of the complex from orbit, analysis and preparation for possible emergency
situations in the BNS implementation of the selected scheme. These final operations were
unique in nature and were of extreme responsibility. Works on the BNS flight control of the
Mir orbital complex were carried out jointly with TsNIIMash and RSC Energia.

Figure 3. The “MIR” space station

The institute was involved in the work on the BNS of flights of the SC under international
program. Particularly memorable was the flight of the Soviet and American ships under the
ASTP program (Apollo–Soyuz Test Project) (Figure 4,5).
On July 15, 1975, the launch of the Soyuz-19 spacecraft in the USSR and the Apollo in the
United States began the first in the history of mankind a joint space flight of spacecrafts from
different countries. At the stages of preparation and implementation of this flight, the Institute
took an active part. In the BC KIAM, methods and corresponding computer programs for
calculating optimal maneuvering parameters (in terms of fuel costs) for the Soyuz spacecraft
with several on-board engine inclusions were developed in order to form its trajectory by a
specific time of docking with the Apollo spacecraft. These methods are currently used to form
the trajectories of the satellites of celestial bodies.
The flight under the ASTP program was successful thanks to the coordinated work of the
Soviet cosmonauts and American astronauts also the effective work of the involved ground
services of the USSR and the USA.
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Figure 4. Space flight of the "Soyuz" — "Apollo” ASTP space vehicles

Figure 5. Left to right: ASTP cosmonauts Slayton, Stafford, Brand, Leonov, Kubasov

The most outstanding result of the joint activities of our rocket and aviation industry in the
past years was the creation and flight of the universal reusable transport space system
(MTKS) "Energia-Buran" on November, 15, 1988. The current year marks 30 years of this
unique event.
The «Energia-Buran» Soviet space system is one from two’s was realized MTKS systems
over the World. It was a response to a similar multi-purpose civilian-military NASA "Space
Shuttle" program. As a result of researches executed in KIAM and RSC «Energia» in 19711975 the necessity of the national MTKS establishing was detected and proved as a means of
deterring a potential adversary. As a result of the commissioning of its reusable Space Shuttle
systems, the USA could have a decisive military advantage in terms of delivering a
preemptive strike.
The orbital ship (OS) «Buran» executed it's first and the single flight in November, 15,
1988. It was launched to the AES' orbit from the Baikonur Cosmodrome by the «Energia»
launch vehicle. The time of flight lasted 205 minutes, OS implemented two orbits around the
Earth and executed the landing. Not manned spacecraft’ flight was fully automatically using
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the Soviet onboard computer and software. It should be noted that the US Shuttle had
possibilities landing on the Earth only in manned manual mode. The OS’ space flight fact
(really space flyer) and its landing in automatic mode, under the control of the onboard
computer - entered the Guinness Book of Records.

Figure 6. MTKS Energia-Buran on the launch

The Institute took an active part of the system "Energia-Buran» creation works (Figure 6).
Work was carried out on scientific support for the development of onboard control complex
(OCC) algorithms for the OS motion in the area of irreversible operations - the descent of an
orbital spacecraft in the atmosphere, from 100 km before landing on the airfield. The Institute
participated together with industry organizations in the developing of the control algorithms
for the OS on the descent and landing site, carried out mathematical modeling of the OS total
motion, semi-natural motion simulation, visual inspection of the descending onboard
software. The Institute developed computational models of aerodynamic characteristics of the
Buran air complex, used by all project participants. Other works were also carried out.
General mathematical software was developed for the OS onboard computer complex and for
the ground automatic system preparation of the start-up of the Energy-Buran system and its
conduct.
The Institute carried out modeling of the work of the OCC during the flight of the Energia
launch vehicle at the stages of its development in order for the errors detecting and
elimination of deficiencies.
BC KIAM has successfully implemented a ballistic-navigation support for all segments of
the Energy – Buran system’s flight, including the active site, the orbital segment and the OS
landing area.
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Along with the implementation of work on manned flight programs, the Institute was
directly involved in the work on the BNS of flights of SCs in other space projects. First of all,
we should mention the international projects “Astron” (conducting astrophysical studies of
galactic and extragalactic sources of cosmic radiation), “Granat” (orbital observatory) and
“Interball” (studying the interaction of the Earth’s magnetosphere with the solar wind). The
SCs of these projects performed their flights in the orbits significantly different from circular
ones. The SC of the Granat project and one of the Interbol SCs flew in highly elliptical orbits
and reached about 200,000 km from the Earth in the apocenter.
In conclusion of this section it should be noted that along with development execution on
the program of manned flights, the design S.P. Korolev bureau conducted developments on
the creation of an automatic probes for the research of the Moon and the Earth nearest planets
(Venus, Mars). As part of the years of testing until the mid-60s of the last century, there were
implemented several probe launches to the Moon, Venus, Mars, in which the KIAM
specialists took part in the preparation and realization. However, later developments on the
topic of flights to the Moon, planets and other bodies of the Solar system were assigned to the
Lavochkin NPO. This is due to two circumstances: large loading of KB of S.P. Korolev by
developments by manned programs and the readiness of the Lavochkin NPO collective for
this implementation of developments. The talented scientist and organizer Georgy
Nikolayevich Babakin [4,11] became the chief designer on this topic. M.V. Keldysh and
G.N. Babakin marked the beginning of close creative trusting cooperation between KIAM and
Lavochkin NPO, which has been fruitfully continuing for more than half a century [11].
2.2 Flights to the Moon
Initially, the main efforts were aimed at solving the problem of achieving the Moon and
researches of cis-lunar space [1-4,11]. An example of successful developments from the
“Moon” projects cycle was the selection of trajectories for photographs and photographing of
an invisible from the Earth “Far side of the Moon” for the“ Luna-3 ”probe (Figure 7). Here,
for the first time in world practice, a “gravity assist maneuver” was proposed and successfully
realized - a purposeful change of the trajectory probe as a result of disturbances in its motion
by the gravitational celestial body (the Moon).
The Institute carried out and implemented the design studies related to the navigation
support for the flights to the Moon of all national lunar probes (Figure 8).
Of particular note are the stations: "Luna-9" (Figure 9), which for the first time in the
world made a soft landing on the surface of the Moon; "Luna-10" - the first artificial satellite
of the Moon; "Luna-16" - the first automatic spacecraft that carried out the collection and
delivery of samples of the lunar soil to the Earth; Luna-17 is the first automatic spacecraft that
delivered the Lunokhod to the surface of the Moon, which was controlled by the commands
of a specially trained operator on Earth.
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Figure 7. Moon flyby of the“ Luna-3 ”probe and its photographing of an invisible from the Earth Far
side of the Moon

Figure 8. Soviet spacecrafts that explored the Moon
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Figure 9. The first soft landing on the Moon’s surface (the “Luna-9” station). 3, October, 1966

In order to deliver the returning vehicle with lunar soil to a given national landfill, it was
necessary to land the Luna-16 probe on the lunar surface with a given accuracy. A new highprecision trajectory measurement system was created and debugged at the Institute. By
observing the movement of the AMS "Luna-10" (Figure 10), "Luna-11, 12 and 14" the model
of the lunar gravity field was created. The results of these works made it possible to
successfully solve the problem of collecting and delivering lunar soil to the Earth on all lunar
spacecrafts intended for this purpose. In the indicated figure, in a fixed for some point in time,
the selenographic coordinates system is the magnitude of the change in the longitude of the
ascending node (  ) and the argument of the latitude of the pericenter (  ) for 460
revolutions of the Luna-10 AMS. These noticeable changes in the AMS orbit parameters are
mainly due to the noncentrality of the Moon’s gravity. In Figure 11 the container with lunar
soil returned to Earth is shown.
2.3 Flight to Venus
Sixteen Soviet Venusian automatic probes were launched toward the Venus:
“Venera-1,2,..., 16” (Figure 12).
First in the world probe “Venera-3” reached the planet atmosphere. Regretfully, the
connection with this probe was lost approximately a fortnight before it entered the planet
atmosphere planet.
It should be noted, as successful, the flight probe “Venera-4”, from the board of which the
measurements of atmosphere of another planet were directly obtained for the Earth directly.
This happened in October 1967. Another series of probes of the Venera-4 type were combined
and smooth descents in the atmosphere of Venus over various areas of its surface (probe
Venera-5, 6). They reached the atmosphere of the planet in May 1969.
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Figure 10. The Moon gravity field influence on the AMS «Luna-10» motion. Disturbances caused by


the non-centrality of the Moon gravitational field   7.7 ,   11.7

Figure 11. Container with lunar soil
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Figure 12. Spacecrafts «Venera 4, 5, …, 16»

In December 1970, probe (“Venera-7”) for the first time in the history of mankind made a
soft landing on the another planet surface and transmitted telemetric data on the Earth. The
probe landing occurred on the night side of the planet.
Unlike probe Venera-7, the next identical probe Venera-8 is made a soft landing on the
planets on the day side. With the probe, data was received on the parameters of the
atmosphere of the planet and a series of data on the composition of the rocks on the planet
surface at the site of the landing of the apparatus. probe landing on the surface Venus was
carried out in July 1972.
Since SC «Venera-9» the SC construction was consisted from the service module and the
descent module. The service module provided a retransmission to the Earth information from
the apparatus. The service module could go on the orbit of the AVS or remain on the flyby
trajectory. Researches carried out by the descending apparatus on its surface (obtaining a
panorama of the surface area of the landing region), required translations of big beams of
science information on the Earth. The designing of new scheme of the near-planet operations
solved this complex problem. According the planned scheme before two days until the
conditional pericenter of flyby hyperbola the separation of the SC in two parts was executed:
the entry module (EM) and the orbiter module (OM). The remove maneuver was executed in
the Venusian sphere of action. It provided a translation of OM to the hyperbolic flyby
trajectory over the landing EM areas on the planet (flyby-descent scheme). In the case of the
existence of a maneuver, it was inhibition, which deduced the orbital-descent scheme. Unlike
all previous flights to Venus, information from the EM was transmitted to Earth not directly,
but by retransmission through an orbiter. This made it possible to obtain a high informational
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content of the radio link EM - Earth with a sufficiently low weight of radio equipment and
power sources of the EM.
The orbital-descent scheme was implemented for the first time on the spacecraft Venera-9
and Venera-10. It ensured the high accuracy of the EM’s penetration of these stations into
specified areas of Venus’s surface, the introduction of the first artificial satellites of the planet
to the venerocentric orbit, the synchronous operation of OM and EM during EM descent in
the atmosphere and during its work on the surface, laboratories. The high performance of the
spacecraft Venera-9 and Venera-10, one of the main tasks of which was to conduct research
of the cloudless atmosphere and to obtain a panorama of the planet's surface, was largely
achieved by choosing a new flight pattern in the near-planet region. This scheme allowed, in
particular, to significantly increasing the weight of scientific equipment in the total weight of
the EM. The landing module received and transmitted the first panoramas from the surface of
the planet through orbiters to Earth. The soft landing of DMs of the Venera-9 and Venera-10
probes was implemented in October 1975.
Spacecraft flights to Venus in 1978 and 1981 required significantly higher energy costs
compared to the flight in 1975. This is the reason for the absence of an orbital-descent scheme
implementation in them. During the implementation of the "Venera-11" - "Venera-14" flybydescent flight scheme was successfully implemented. KIAM specialists took an active part in
the development and implementation of this flight pattern. The soft landing of descent
modules Venera-11 and Venera-12 was realized in December 1978, and by Venera-13 and
Venera-14 probes in March 1982.
Artificial satellites of the planet Venus (“Venera-15” and “Venera-16”) provided radar
mapping of the northern part of the planet from 30 degrees north latitude to the pole with a
resolution of 1 - 2 km. The obtained information allowed creating the first atlas of Venus
(Figure 13). The launch of the Venera-15 and Venera-16 probes at the interplanetary
trajectories to Venus took place in June 1983. The orbits of artificial satellites of Venus were
formed in October 1983. KIAM provided the definition the orbit determination necessary to
construct the first map of Venus.

Figure 13. Orbits of probes "Venera-15" - "Venera-16"
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The Institute collective took an active part in BNS in designing and realization these
spacecrafts flights to the planet Venus. The Institute provided the ballistic data on the
interpretation of scientific information of the planet Venus obtained via telemetry.
Space missions toward the Solar system planets made high demands on the accuracy of
knowledge of the geocentric coordinates of the planets. Astronomical theories of planetary
motion, constructed using only traditional optical angular measurements, could not provide
the required accuracy. Therefore, the work of the Institute on specifying the ephemeris of the
planets, based on the radar measurements of the planets and high-precision radio-technical
observations of the movement of their artificial satellites, was of fundamental importance.
One point that arose during the approach to the planet of the spacecraft "Venera-4". Due to
the large error in the prediction of the position of Venus, obtained using the classical
astronomical theory of Newcomb, a large error appeared in the prediction of the Doppler
frequency shift, due to which unique information about the planet could be lost.
M.V. Keldysh, who participated in the Deep Space Communications Center (Evpatoria) in
conducting this final communication session of the Venera-4 spacecraft with the Earth, set the
task of building a theory of the movement of the planets using spacecrafts data and radar data.
After a relatively short time, a high-precision theory of the motion of the Earth and Venus was
constructed according to radar measurements, optical observations and observations of the
motion of the Venera-9,10 probes along the orbit of the satellite of Venus. The geocentric
coordinates of Venus were refined by more than an order of magnitude.
In the interests of the Venus mapping project, the first definition of the dynamic
compression of Venus from observations of the spacecraft Venera-9 and Venera-10 was
performed. According to the data of radar and optical observations of Mercury, Venus and
Mars, the KIAM experts, together with co-authors, constructed a relativistic theory of the
motion of the inner planets. The problem of the high-precision navigation of the Venera-15,16
probes was solved, which made it possible to build images of the planet and its relief.
According to the spacecrafts Venera-15 and Venera-16 data, the period of rotation of Venus
and the direction of its axis of rotation were specified.
2.4 Flights to the Mars planet
For the purpose of research of the planet Mars, the launches of seven national spacecrafts
were implemented: "Mars-1, 2,..., 7". For each of these probes the trajectory of approach to
the Mars crossed its sphere of action.
Unfortunately, for various reasons, each of these spacecrafts only partially fulfilled the
provided flight program. But, in the aggregate, the scientific and trajectory information
obtained from these spacecrafts allowed directly or indirectly expanding the concept of Mars
and its spatial motion.
For the first time in the history of mankind, using the Mars-2 probe, an attempt was made
to deliver the so-called landing module (LM) to the surface of Mars. Alas, the LM crashed. In
addition, the Mars-2 spacecraft turned out to be the second spacecraft put into orbit of an
artificial Martian satellite (AMAS) 10 days later than the American spacecraft Mariner-9. The
rapprochement of the LM with the surface of the planet and the transfer of the spacecraft on
the AMAS orbit took place in May 1971. All scientific data from the Mars-2 probe has been
lost due to the poor quality of telemetry.
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As compared to the probe Mars-2, the Mars-5 and Mars-6 missions were much more
successful in terms of obtaining scientific information. The first of them was launched into
AMAS orbit and produced 22 revolutions around the planet during his active existence.
According to the data of AMAS on Earth, images of the surface (in the southern hemisphere)
of Mars and such important parameters for science and technology as the content of water
vapor in the atmosphere, the temperature of the planet’s upper atmosphere, the characteristics
of the magnetic field of Mars, etc. were obtained. Another probes (Mars-6) delivered the DM
to the surface of Mars. For the first time in the world from the EM direct measurements of
Mars atmosphere parameters (temperature, pressure, etc.) were produced. The launches of
Mars-5 and Mars-6 probes took place in 1973, respectively, in July and August. The transfer
of the Mars-5 orbiter to the AMAS orbit took place in February 1974. The Mars-6 spacecraft
landed on the Martian surface in March 1974.
The KIAM collective took an active part in the BNS to design and implement these flights
of spacecraft to the planet Mars and provided the ballistic data for the interpretation of the
scientific information received.
2.5 Flights to the small celestial bodies of the Solar system
Provided that Phobos (natural satellite of the Mars) is considered as a small body, only four
national probes were launched to small bodies: two - to the comet of Halley’s Comet "VEGA-1, 2" and two – to the Phobos - "Phobos-1, 2 ".
The "VEGA-1" and "VEGA-2" probes structurally practically do not differ from each
other and differ little in the tasks they solve. Launch of two (rather than one) of such probes in
December 1984 is primarily due to the increased reliability of Halley’s Comet study and
researches of the Venus neighborhood, with which the probe first comes together for a
realization of the gravitational maneuver for the purpose of its transfer to a trajectory flight to
a comet.
Flight of both probes “VEGA-1, 2” passed successfully: large amount of information about
the atmosphere and soil of Venus was obtained, the necessary gravitational maneuver of each
probe was performed, after which they continued the flight to the comet. The encounter
probes “VEGA-1” and “VEGA-2” with a comet occurred in 1986 on March 6 and March 9,
respectively. The Institute scientists performed the full scope of developments on BNS
complex flights probe "VEGA-1, 2".
The computational algorithms allowing quickly determining the current motion parameters
of the comet, taking into account its observation by television cameras installed on board of
the probes "VEGA-1, 2", and trajectory measurements of this probes were designed in the
Institute. These algorithms allowed clarifying the ephemeris of Halley’s Comet and timely
transmitting them to the European Space Agency for using in precise shaping of the Giotto
probe approach trajectory to this comet. This provided flyby of the Giotto in the second
decade of March 1986 at a distance of 605 km from the nucleus of the specified comet.
In July 1988, the probes "Phobos-1" and "Phobos-2" were launched consistently towards
Mars. Along with other tasks, each of this probes should have been output to a quasisynchronous orbit (QSO), with which they should have executed descent (landing) of the
Long-lived autonomous station (LAS) on the Phobos surface. At the beginning the probe
transferred at the QSO, which has the name QSO-1, then it is transferred to the pre landing
QSO named QSO-2. During the probe flight at the QSO-1, its distance from Phobos oscillates
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approximately from 200 km to 600 km. With a probe flight over QSO-2, its distance from the
Phobos was less than at the flight over QSO-1 and oscillates approximately between 50 km
and 200 km. LAS was descended with a distance of approximately 50 km. The flight of the
probe at the QSO-1 was near 20 days. During this time, Phobos makes near 63 revolutions
around the Mars.
At the QSO-1 the measurements of the direction coordinates of the Phobos-probe should
have been executed as well as the television imaging of the satellite. With using this data on
the Earth, the position of the probe relative to the Phobos body was refined and the parameters
of the maneuvers were calculated to translate the probe with QSO-1 to QSO-2. After
realization of this maneuver with a probability close to one, probe with Phobos should not
collide for a certain time (at least until the scheduled time of LAS separation from probe).
Unfortunately, probe "Phobos-1" was lost on the way from Earth to Mars. The second
probe ("Phobos-2") was launched on the AMAS orbit on January 30, 1989, and then, after a
series of maneuvers, on March 21, 1989 it was launched to QSO-1. However, at the stage of
preparation for the probe transfer to QSO-2, on March 29, 1989 it was lost. However,
measurements taken in KIAM helped to clarify the theory of motion Phobos. BC KIAM in a
timely manner and qualitatively implemented the job according all the developments assigned
to it by BNS training and realization of the flights probes "Phobos-1" and "Phobos-2".
At the Institute effective computational algorithms were designed which allow quickly
determine the current motion parameters of Phobos using the images of Phobos by television
cameras installed on board of SC, and its ground trajectory measurements.
During preparation for the probe flight “Phobos-1, 2”, The Institute designed a general
algorithm for calculating the probability of performing constraints on the motion of a
spacecraft relative to a celestial body [12]. Based on this algorithm for the BNS of the
Phobos-1,2 missions using, KIAM specialists designed the algorithm for calculating the
estimate of safe flight of an artificial satellite of the planet in the vicinity of its natural satellite
[13].
3

PRESENT AND PREDICTED FUTURE

Currently, KIAM of the RAS is actively involved in developments in the preparation and
realization of Russian and international projects. First of all, it should highlight the
developments of the Institute of BNS for projects "RadioAstron", "ExoMars", Moon
exploration program, "Laplace", "Spectr-RG".
3.1 Project «RadioAstron»
Currently the Institute is conducting work on the BNS of the “Spectr-RG” SC flight of the
RadioAstron project and its scientific program.
The launch of the Spectr-R spacecraft on the flight path around the Earth took place on
July 18, 2011. This spacecraft performs the functions of an international orbital astrophysical
observatory (Figure 14). A radio telescope was installed aboard the Spektr-R spacecraft to
conduct basic astronomical research in conjunction with ground-based radio telescopes. The
orbit of the Spectr-R spacecraft was chosen so as to ensure the operation of the Earth –
Cosmos interferometer with a base size much larger than the diameter of the Earth. Directly
the BNO of the flight “Spectr-R” is carried out by the BC KIAM [14-16,21].
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It can be considered that the RadioAstron project to study the Universe is one of the most
successful scientific space projects implemented in the 21st century.

Figure 14. International Astrophysical Observatory of the RadioAstron Project

The main task of the project is the execution of radio interferometry observations with
very-long bases with using complex of science devices of Astro Space Center of
P.N. Lebedev Physics Institute (ASC LPI). Space radio telescope with a diameter of 10 m
aboard the SC Spectr-R is the ground-space element of the interferometer outputted relative to
the ground radio telescopes at a distance limited by the apogee of SC orbits. The largest radio
telescopes of the world are used as ground elements of the interferometer. The evolution of
orbits SC “Spectr-R” allows during the flight to observe the sections of the celestial sphere in
certain modes to solve science problems of the project.
SC “Spectr-R” was created in Lavochkin NPO based on the space of the Navigator
platform, successfully operated at SC “Elektro–L”. Also in Lavochkin NPO a space radio
telescope of unique construction was created.
The management of the space complex “Spectr-R” is carried out by the main operational
control group, created on the basis of Lavochkin NPO, with the participation of specialists
from organizations of the on-board system design, involving ground control stations and
ground science complex. The calculation of the target designations (by SC) of the ground
control stations and ground measure stations, the development of the results of orbits
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measurement parameters, reconstruction of SC orbit and prediction, calculation of ballistic
parameters of the SC trajectory, correction and monitoring of SC ballistic existence and the
shading degree SC by the Earth and the Moon - all this is provided by BC KIAM.
Along with the works in operational BNS of the “Spectr-R” SC control, KIAM in close
cooperation with ASC LPI, participates in the realization of the science program of the SC
motion required for the science information processing. To solve this very complex task, in
addition to the ground-based trajectory measurements, the Doppler measurements of the highinformation radio line (HIRL), distance laser measurements, made by national and foreign
laser location stations, are used, and, along with the trajectory information, are used as part of
the incoming from the SC telemetry information. To determine the parameters of the SC
trajectory according to the specified information, a special technique being designed in KIAM
is used.
Preparations for the BNS works of flight SC "Spectr-R" began several years before its
launch. Implementing a priori estimate of the fidelity of determining the parameters of SC
motion under conditions of periodic unloading of engine flywheels, a typical program was
proposed for conducting the measurements of current navigation parameters. In the design
program, the requirements to the trajectory SC were taken into account, which ensure highquality processing of the data from the ground-space interferometer: the errors in position
determination, SC's full speed and full acceleration should not exceed, respectively,
600 m, 0.02 m / sec and 108 m / sec2 .
During the preparatory of works, it turned out that the measurements of slant range and
radial speed, implemented by two command-measure stations in Bear Lakes and Ussuriysk,
Doppler signal measurements from stations in Pushchino and Green Bank, cannot provide the
precise of determination of the parameters of motion required for the data processing of
ground-space interferometer. Therefore, it was decided to install on-board SC "Spectr-R"
corner reflectors for laser ranging. A cycle of organizational measures was also implemented
to prepare for operating of ground laser ranging stations network with SC "Spectr-R".
A month before the launch of the Spectr-R spacecraft, Lavochkin NPO organized and
carried out an adjustment of the command-measuring stations in Ussuriysk and Bear Lakes by
SCs in geostationary orbit, which revealed and eliminated a number of deficiencies in the
transmission of target indications and measurements of current navigation parameters.
The joint work of specialists of Lavochkin NPO and KIAM of RAS in the field of
ballistics and navigation provided radio interferometric observations with very-long bases.
Currently, Spectr-R, after seven years after launch, is successfully operating.
For the successful flight of the SC, the necessary corrections were made for the trajectory
of his flight, the parameters of which were calculated by BC KIAM specialists. The choice of
the trajectory of the following SC flight (after correction) under the conditions of its repeated
encounters with the Moon's sphere of influence or even “immersion” in this SC area is
realized by scientists from The Institute and ASC LPI. From the set of trajectories offered by
BC KIAM, ASC LPI specialists select the most acceptable trajectory with point and view of
implementation of the science program of the project RadioAstron [16,28].
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3.2 Project «ExoMars»
Project "ExoMars" is a joint Russian-European project for the Mars exploring, within the
framework of which it is planned to solve principal new science problems. It is performed in
two stages-missions with probe launches in 2016 and 2020th.
In "ExoMars-2016” mission SC was consisted of the orbital module TGO (Trace Gas
Orbiter), designed to study small gas impurities of atmosphere and water ice distribution in
the soil of Mars, and the descent module EDM (Entry, Descent and Landing Demonstrator
Module), which must enter into the Mars atmosphere for the landing on the planet's surface.
The descent module, after separation from SC and to landing on the surface Mars descent
module keeps in touch with the orbital module. Orbital module by carrying out the maneuvers
transferred to the Mars artificial satellite orbit. The results of realization of the missions: the
descent module could not reach normally the Mars surface – according to the European Space
Agency (ESA) it crashed; the orbital module on October 16, 2016 successfully transferred to
an elliptical orbit relative to Mars.
In 2020 Mission (as in Mission 2016), it is assumed that the composition of the SC
includes the orbital module TGO and EDM descent module. However, within the framework
of the mission, with help of the descent module developed in Russia, it is planned to deliver
the Mars Rover ESS near 300 kg. The objectives of the Rover are geological research and
search for traces of life in the subsurface layer of Mars near the landing place. After the
Rover's descent with the landing platform, the next day it will begin its science mission as a
long-lived stationary platform. The planned launch date is April-May 2020.
Important aspects of the project are the creation of a ground data acquisition complex with
ESA and the management of interplanetary missions and the integration of the experience of
Roscosmos and ESA with design technologies for interplanetary missions. The project can be
considered as a stage of preparation for the development of Mars (exploration of landing
areas, the search for subsurface water, monitoring of the radiation situation). The Space
Research Institute of RAS (SRI) is responsible for the creation and operation of the Russian
science device, which is a part of the spacecrafts, also for the ground science complex.
KIAM is actively involved in the project "ExoMars". In the interests of the operation of the
ground control complex (GCC), BC KIAM, together with other industry organizations, should
be ready for the timely implementation of the BNS flights SC project.
3.3 The Moon exploration program projects
The Space Research Institute (SRI of RAS) on behalf of Roscosmos has drawn up a phased
program of Moon research [25]. At the first stage, it is proposed to begin research using
automatic stations. By means of them, a place will be chosen for the future lunar station and
the resources necessary to secure the future base will be discovered. Planned missions are the
next: Luna-25 Glob (Figure 15), Luna-26 Resource, Luna-27 Resource, and Luna-28 Grunt.
In addition, it is planned to begin preliminary design of the automatic research stations of a
new generation, which will be able to begin exploring the moon in the second half of the next
ten years and after 2030.
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Figure 15. Spacecraft «Luna-Glob»

Figure 16. Scheme of the Moon probe flight
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Compact experimental station for the soft landing developing at the Moon’s polar region
will be provide to adapt the soft landing technology and to learn regolith in the Moon' polar
region. On the Figure 16 displayed the scheme of flight probe «Luna-25». The project
designed in Lavochkin NPO. Duration of the mission is one year.
The project “Luna-Resurs” provides for the launch of two SCs: “Luna-Resurs-OA”
(orbiter) and “Luna-Resurs-LM” (lander). SC "Luna-Resurs-LM" is intended for researches
surface Moon. SC "Luna-Resurs-OA" is intended for range researches surface moon with
polar orbits AMS. Ballistic design of this missions developed in cooperation with Lavochkin
NPO and KIAM of RAS.
3.4 The Moon exploration program projects
The national Jovian probe mission «Laplace» is considered. The project proposes the
landing implementation on one of the Jupiter's Galilean satellites. In connection with this a lot
of gravity assists near the Jovian Galilean moons executing required. This project is
developing by specialists of SRI of RAS, Lavochkin NPO, SINP MSU (Skobeltsyn Institute
of Nuclear Physics of Lomonosov Moscow State University), KIAM of RAS.
KIAM of RAS was developed the Jupiter’s system exploration project using the gravity
assist maneuvers near Galilean satellites. With using real ephemeris heuristic search algorithm
of a series of gravity assists of the probe executed in Jovian system for the purpose of
converging it with one of its satellites was realized. If the total produced radiation dose (TID)
exceeds some cost, the way cross the “upper corridor” of the Tisserand-Poincare graph is
implemented. At the same time, low-cost reduction of the asymptotic velocity SC, necessary
for the encounter with the Jovian moon, is carried out. Optimal scenarios are constructed - the
sequence of passage of the celestial bodies and the development of the conditions of their
execution. Examples are considered using such passages of the celestial bodies for the
development of specific variants of the missions “Laplace P” [18-20].
3.5 The “Spectr-RG” project – flight в in the vicinity of L2 Lagrange point of the SunEarth system
The flight of the SC "Spectr-RG" is planned. The main task of the mission is to survey the
entire sky in X-ray and other ranges in order to search for clusters of galaxies, to study black
holes, neutron stars, outbreaks of supernovas and galactic nuclei. The “Spectr-RG” SC will be
placed in the vicinity of the L2 Lagrange point of the Sun-Earth system (Figure 17-19).
In KIAM conducted a ballistic design of a spacecraft flight to the vicinity of the L2
Lagrange point and the subsequent spacecraft's entry into the halo-orbit. A method has been
developed for calculating the trajectories of single-pulse Earth-halo-orbit flights with and
without using the lunar gravity assist. A universal algorithm was constructed that allows
finding the halo-orbits in the vicinity of the L2 libration point of the Sun-Earth system with
given geometric characteristics and calculating the flight trajectories to the halo-orbit from a
low near-earth orbit [22,29].
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Figure 17. Position of L2 Lagrange point of the Sun-Earth system

Figure 18. The SC «Spectr-RG» project trajectory to the L2 Lagrange point of the Sun-Earth system
with the Moon’s flyby
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Figure 19. Transfer to halo orbit without Moon gravity assist: trajectory projection on OXY plane of
L2-centred rotating reference plane. Trajectory flight and halo-orbits around L2 point. All axis units are
8
presented in 10 km

3.6 The «Venera-D» project
The “Venera-D” international project for the Venus studying supposed to be realized after
2024 by dint of the Russian automatic interplanetary station of Venusian series. Its goal is to
continue the fundamental researches of planets, started in the 60-80th of the XX century by
USSR and USA. Although there was obtained a large amount of data about the planet before,
many issues remain that are associated with the Venus evolution. The project “Venera-D”
should provide a qualitatively new level of researches by simultaneously examining Venusian
natural phenomena from the orbits of the AVS, subsatellite and from Venusian surface.
Unlike previous Venusian missions, the landing of the module “Venera-D” will not execute
the landing blindly, but in a terrain with a known geological context, by dint of using a radar
measurement of Venera 15,16 probes and the “Magellan” probe. In [27] the change in the
resurfacing regimes of Venus and probable ways of forming the terrain types that make up the
surface of the planet is learned. The interpretation of the nature of the terrain types and their
morphologic features allows characterizing facilities of concrete surface regions for the
possibility of the “Venera D” landing operations. Such a technically complex space project
will be implemented for the first time using national and international developments in space
engineering technology, creating miniature measuring instruments and improving the quality
of space radio communications.
KIAM experts already developed ballistic design of flights to Venus in 2021–2036 epoch
with the aim of the spacecraft entering the orbit of the satellite of Venus and for the landing
the descent module at a given point on its surface [23,24].
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4. CONCLUSION
Now, in conclusion, it can be noted that from the very beginning of the space researches
KIAM actively involved in many space projects, and often his contribution to the ballisticnavigation support of SC flights was decisive. The collective of the Institute values the name
of Mstislav Vsevolodovich Keldysh, with which a whole epoch in the formation and
development of space flights is connected. KIAM has major achievements, traditions,
beautiful collective. He has the potential and the desire to continue to successfully solve
theoretical and applied problems in the field of Space researches.
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Summary. The article is dedicated to the 100th anniversary of the birth of the USSR State
Prize winner, holder of the Orders of Lenin, the Red Banner of Labor, the Badge of Honor,
the Medal "For the Victory over Germany" (1945), Honored Worker of Science of the
Russian Federation Mikhail Romanovich Shura-Bura, patriarch of Soviet and Russian
programming. His name and scientific activities are strongly associated with the M.V.
Keldysh Institute of Applied Mathematics of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR and the
Russian Academy of Sciences. For over 50 years, Mikhail Romanovich headed the
department of programming automation at this Institute. A brilliant scientist and a great
organizer, he made a significant contribution to the creation and development of the first types
of computers in the USSR and Russia.
Mikhail Romanovich Shura-Bura is
considered to be the patriarch of Russian
programming. His name and scientific
activities are strongly associated with the
M.V. Keldysh Institute of Applied
Mathematics of the Academy of Sciences of
the USSR and the Russian Academy of
Sciences. For over 50 years, Mikhail
Romanovich headed the department of
programming automation at this Institute. A
brilliant scientist and a great organizer, he
made a significant contribution to the
creation and development of the first
samples of computers in our country.
Mikhail Romanovich is the creator of the
first “programming program” in the USSR.
Under his leadership, the first Soviet
translator with the full Algol-60 language
was created. The interpretive system IS-2
developed by him for the M-20 machine
became a model for the organization of a
library of standard programs. Prof. ShuraBura did a lot for the Unified System of
Electronic Computing Machines, being the supervisor of the development of software for ES2010 Mathematics Subject Classification: 68Nxx, 68N15, 68N17, 68N20.
Key words and Phrases: Compilers and interpreters, Operating systems, Logic programming, translator,
software, computers, high-level programming languages.
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based computers, and also made a decisive contribution to the creation of software for the
“Buran” spacecraft
Mikhail Romanovich Shura-Bura was born on October 21, 1918 in the village of
Parafievka, Chernigov region, where his parents moved during the civil war. Soon the family
returned to Kiev, and then moved to Moscow, where in 1935 Shura-Bura entered the
Mechanical-mathematic Faculty of the Moscow State University, after which he received an
assignment to the Artillery Academy. During the years of the Patriotic War, he teaches army
commanders at the Academy and participates in the projects and calculations carried out by
the Academy.
In 1944, Mikhail Romanovich entered the postgraduate school of the Mechanicalmathematical faculty. Under the leadership of academician P. S. Aleksandrov, in 1947 he
defended his thesis on the topic: “The projection spectra of compact spaces”. Since 1947,
Shura-Bura collaborated with the department of approximate calculations of the V.A. Steklov
Mathematical Institute, with the Institute of Fine Mechanics and Computer Technics (IFM
and CT). In IFM and CT, he had collaboration with academician S.A. Lebedev, he was
involved in the creation and debugging of the first MESM and BESM computers. In 1952, he
defended his doctoral dissertation at the Steklov Mathematical Institute on the topic:
"Problems of solving mathematical problems with a large number of operations."
In 1953, Mstislav Vsevolodovich Keldysh, the future president of the USSR Academy of
Sciences, created the Institute of Applied Mathematics (IAM) based on the Department of
Applied Mathematics of the Steklov Mathematical Institute. In the same year, M.R. ShuraBura was invited by M.V. Keldysh to IAM, where he soon headed the first in the country
automation programming department, which he successfully lead until the end of his life.
Over time in the team of M.R. Shura-Bura, a promising scientific direction was formed,
associated primarily with the creation and implementation of high-level programming
languages.
From the moment of IAM organization, the Institute had the most important tasks for the
country. First - the simulation of nuclear weapons, and then space exploration. The solution of
these problems was associated with a large amount of numerical calculations on the verge of
the capabilities of the available computing equipment and required tremendous efforts to
create software. The problem statements, calculation methods, and computational algorithms
for software development were prepared by the departments of mathematicians under the
direction of A.N. Tikhonov and A.A. Samarskii, later academicians of the Academy of
Sciences of the USSR and the Russian Academy of Sciences. The major problems of
mathematical physics solved at the institute since its inception predetermined the interest and
the most serious attention to the creation and development of numerical methods and their
fundamentals - difference schemes, the creation and development of computers and
programming. In the course of solving these problems, a methodology of mathematical
modeling and computational experiment was formed, known as the famous triad of A. A.
Samarskii: "model - algorithm - program", which linked the scientific fields of physics,
mathematics and programming.
The result of the work of the team headed by M.R. Shura-Bura, who was directly involved
in solving the problem of servicing the nuclear-missile shield of the country, was creating
software for the Strela computer and performing calculations for the energy of nuclear
explosions.
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In the mid-1950s, the design of the first mass Soviet M-20 (20 thousand operations per
second) computer started. S.A. Lebedev was appointed General Designer of the M-20, and
Mikhail Romanovich was appointed his deputy in machine logic and programming. M-20 was
designed extremely well, went into a large series, and immediately won the sympathy of
Soviet programmers. The system of commands designed by Shura-Bura and, most
importantly, the system of servicing the libraries of standard subroutines IS-2 contributed to
this to a large extent. At the same time, the programming department was engaged by M. V.
Keldysh to the calculations of the trajectories of artificial earth satellites (AES). The programs
developed by the department for the Strela computer, and then the M-20 computer, provided
round-the-clock processing of trajectory of the satellites. They have been used since 1957 at
the launch of the satellite, the flight of Yu. A. Gagarin in 1961 and then for the next 10 years.
M-20 and its clones (BESM-4, M-220, etc.) have dominated the country for about 15
years. Mikhail Romanovich formed and then for many years headed the most comprehensive
organization of Soviet programmers - the M-20 computer operation commission. In order to
assess the scope and authority of this commission, suffice it to say that its general meetings,
chaired by Prof. M.R. Shura-Bura took place in the Hall of Columns of the House of Unions the most spacious and prestigious hall of that time.
Historically, in our country, first, the
translators were created for the high-level
languages, and only then the assemblers. One of
the first Soviet translators - TA-2 from the
language Algol-60 - was developed in the mid60s under the guidance and with the direct
participation of Mikhail Romanovich.
Along with the scientific activities, M.R.
Shura-Bura was actively engaged in teaching. In
1940–1947, he was the lecturer in the
Mathematics Department of F. Ye. Dzerzhinsky
Artillery Academy. From 1947 up to the 1954/55
school year, he worked at the Department of
Mathematics of the Moscow Institute of Physics
and Technology as a senior lecturer, assistant
professor, and professor.
Since 1955, M. R. Shura-Bura has been
teaching at M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State
University again. He was the Professor of the
Department of Computational Mathematics of
the Mechanical-mathematical Faculty (1955M.R. Shura-Bura, M.M. Gorbunov- 1970); the Founder and Head of the Department
Posadov (M.V. Keldysh IAM). The of System Programming (1970–1993), the
beginning of 70s. Thorny path of Professor of the Department of System
Programming (since 1994) of the Faculty of
knowledge:
Computational Mathematics and Cybernetics. In
"We go on the road
1994 he became the Professor Emeritus of
We are not sorry for the shoes ... "
Moscow State University.
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Professor Shura-Bura reads special courses on selected chapters of theoretical and applied
programming at the Mechanical-mathematical Faculty. He led the Grand Programming
Seminar, which was held for many years in the largest audience of Moscow State University
(01) and constantly collected full house. All more or less noticeable programmer projects of
that time considered it their duty and honorable responsibility to tell about themselves at this
seminar.
Many older programmers consider themselves the followers of Mikhail Romanovich. For
many years he led the dissertation council of the M.V. Keldysh IAM., invariably supporting
strong programming work. Prof. Shura-Bura was the head of the leading Russian scientific
school in the field of programming. In 1999 he was awarded the title of Honored Scientist of
the Russian Federation. He has trained more than 30 candidates and 8 doctors of science.
Prof. Shura-Bura is the author of over 70 scientific works, monographs and textbooks, on
which more than one generation of Soviet programmers have studied.
Mikhail Romanovich Shura-Bura was awarded many awards. He was twice winner of the
State Prize of the USSR (1955, 1978). He was awarded the Order of Lenin (1990), the Red
Banner of Labor (1956, 1983), the Badge of Honor (1961), the Medal "For the Victory over
Germany" (1945) and commemorative medals.
That was the patriarch of national programming, Mikhail Romanovich Shura-Bura, a
caring person who, in defiance of all circumstances, was able to implement the brightest
scientific projects of a national scale.
Received October 17, 2018
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Ключевые слова: интерпретирующая система, операционные системы, программное
обеспечение, электронные вычислительные машины, языки программирования
высокого уровня.
Аннотация. Статья посвящена 100-летию со дня рождения дважды лауреата
Государственной премии СССР, кавалера орденов Ленина, Трудового Красного
Знамени, «Знак Почета», медали «За Победу над Германией» (1945 год), Заслуженного
деятеля науки Российской Федерации Михаила Романовича Шура-Бура, патриарха
советского и российского программирования. Его имя и научная деятельность прочно
связана с Институтом прикладной математики им. М.В. Келдыша АН СССР и РАН.
Более 50 лет Михаил Романович возглавлял в этом Институте отдел автоматизации
программирования. Блестящий ученый и прекрасный организатор, он внес
существенный вклад в создание и освоение первых образцов ЭВМ в СССР и России.
Михаил Романович Шура-Бура по
праву
считается
патриархом
отечественного программирования. Его
имя и научная деятельность прочно
связаны с Институтом прикладной
математики им. М.В. Келдыша АН СССР
и РАН. Более 50 лет Михаил Романович
возглавлял в этом Институте отдел
автоматизации
программирования.
Блестящий ученый и прекрасный
организатор, он внес существенный
вклад в создание и освоение первых
образцов ЭВМ в нашей стране. Михаил
Романович — создатель первой в СССР
«программирующей программы». Под
его руководством был создан первый в
СССР транслятор с полного языка Алгол60. Разработанная им для машины М-20
интерпретирующая система ИС-2 стала
образцом
организации
библиотеки
стандартных программ. М.Р. Шура-Бура
многое сделал для Единой системы
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification: 68Nxx, 68N15, 68N17, 68N20.
Key words and Phrases: Compilers and interpreters, Operating systems, Logic programming, translator,
software, electronic computers, high-level programming languages.
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электронных вычислительных машин, являясь научным руководителем разработки
программного обеспечения ЕС ЭВМ, а также внес решающий вклад в создание
программного обеспечения космического корабля «Буран».
Михаил Романович Шура-Бура родился 21 октября 1918 года в деревне Парафиевка
Черниговской области, куда его родители переехали во время гражданской войны.
Вскоре семья возвращается в Киев, а затем переезжает в Москву, где в 1935 году ШураБура поступает на Мехмат МГУ, по окончании которого получает направление в
Артиллерийскую академию. В годы Отечественной войны преподает в академии для
армейских командиров и участвует в выполняемых академией проектах и расчетах.
В 1944 году Михаил Романович поступает в аспирантуру Мехмата. Под
руководством академика П. С. Александрова, в 1947 году защищает кандидатскую
диссертацию на тему: «Проекционные спектры бикомпактных пространств». С 1947
года Шура-Бура сотрудничает с отделом приближенных вычислений Математического
института им. В.А. Стеклова (МИАН), с Институтом точной механики и
вычислительной техники (ИТМ и ВТ). В ИТМ и ВТ начинается его совместная работа с
основоположником отечественной вычислительной техники академиком С.А.
Лебедевым, он участвует в создании и наладке первых ЭВМ МЭСМ и БЭСМ. В 1952
году защищает в МИАН докторскую диссертацию на тему: «Вопросы решения
математических задач с большим числом операций».
В 1953 году Мстиславом Всеволодовичем Келдышем, будущим президентом АН
СССР, на базе Отделения прикладной математики МИАН был создан Институт
прикладной математики (ИПМ). В этом же году М.Р. Шура-Бура был приглашен М.В.
Келдышем в ИПМ, где вскоре возглавил первый в стране отдел автоматизации
программирования, которым будет успешно руководить на протяжении всей своей
жизни. Со временем в коллективе М.Р. Шура-Бура формируется перспективное
научное направление, связанное, прежде всего с созданием и реализацией языков
программирования высокого уровня.
С момента организации ИПМ перед Институтом стояли важнейшие для страны
задачи. Вначале - моделирование ядерного оружия, а затем освоение космоса. Решение
этих проблем было связано с большим объемом численных расчетов на грани
возможностей имевшейся вычислительной техники и требовало огромных усилий по
созданию программного обеспечения. Постановки задач, методы расчетов и
вычислительные алгоритмы для разработки программного обеспечения готовили
отделы математиков под руководством А.Н. Тихонова, А.А. Самарского, впоследствии
академиков АН СССР и РАН. Решаемые в институте с момента его образования,
крупные задачи математической физики предопределили интерес и самое серьезное
внимание к вопросам создания и развития численных методов и их основы разностных схем, создания и развития вычислительной техники и программирования. В
ходе решения этих проблем сложилась методология математического моделирования и
вычислительного эксперимента, известная как знаменитая триада А. А. Самарского
"модель - алгоритм - программа", которая связала воедино научные области физики,
математики и программирования.
Результатом работы коллектива, возглавляемого М.Р. Шура-Бура, непосредственно
участвующего в решении проблемы обслуживания ракетно-ядерного щита страны,
было создание для ЭВМ «Стрела» программного обеспечения и выполнение расчетов
энергии ядерных взрывов.
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В середине 1950-х годов начинается проектирование первой массовой советской
ЭВМ М-20 (20 тысяч операций в секунду). Генеральным конструктором М-20
назначается С.А.Лебедев, а Михаил Романович — его заместителем по логике машины
и по программированию. М-20 была спроектирована чрезвычайно удачно, пошла в
большую серию, сразу завоевав симпатии советских программистов. Этому в немалой
степени способствовали спроектированная Шура-Бура система команд и, главное,
система обслуживания библиотек стандартных подпрограмм ИС-2. В это же время
отдел программирования был привлечен М. В. Келдышем к расчетам траекторий
искусственных спутников Земли (ИСЗ). Разработанные отделом программы для ЭВМ
«Стрела», а затем ЭВМ «М-20», обеспечивали круглосуточный режим обработки
траекторных ИСЗ. Они использовались с 1957 года при запуске ИСЗ, полете Ю. А.
Гагарина в 1961 году и затем в течение последующих 10 лет.
М-20 и ее клоны (БЭСМ-4, М-220 и др.) господствовали в стране около 15 лет.
Михаил Романович формирует и затем в течение долгих лет возглавляет самую
всеобъемлющую организацию советских программистов — Комиссию по эксплуатации
ЭВМ типа М-20. Чтобы оценить масштабы и авторитет этой комиссии, достаточно
сказать, что ее общие собрания под
председательством
М.Р.
Шура-Бура
проходили в Колонном зале Дома союзов —
наиболее вместительном и престижном зале
того времени.
Исторически сложилось так, что в нашей
стране сначала были созданы трансляторы с
языков высокого уровня, и лишь затем
ассемблеры. Один из первых советских
трансляторов — ТА-2 с языка Алгол-60 —
был разработан в середине 60-х под
руководством и при непосредственном
участии Михаила Романовича.
Наряду с научной деятельностью М.Р.
Шура-Бура
активно
занимался
преподаванием.
В
1940–1947
годах
преподаватель
кафедры
математики
Артиллерийской академии имени Ф.Э.
Дзержинского. С 1947 г. вплоть до 1954/55
учебного года проработал на кафедре
математики
Московского
физикотехнического
института
в
должностях
М.Р. Шура-Бура, М.М. Горбуновпреподавателя,
доцента,
Посадов (ИПМ им. Келдыша АН старшего
профессора.
СССР). Начало 70-х. Тернистый
С 1955 года М. Р. Шура-Бура снова
путь познания:
преподает
в МГУ им. М.В. Ломоносова:
«Мы идем по дороге
профессор
кафедры
вычислительной
Нам ботинок не жаль…»
математики Мехмата (1955–1970 годы);
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основатель и заведующий кафедрой системного программирования (1970–1993 гг),
профессор кафедры системного программирования (с 1994 года) Факультета
вычислительной математики и кибернетики. Заслуженный профессор МГУ (1994).
Шура-Бура читает на Мехмате спецкурсы по избранным главам теоретического и
прикладного программирования. Он руководил Большим программистским семинаром,
который много лет проводился в самой большой аудитории МГУ (01) и постоянно
собирал аншлаги. Все мало-мальски заметные программистские проекты того времени
считали своим долгом и почетной обязанностью рассказать о себе на этом семинаре.
Многие программисты старшего поколения считают себя учениками Михаила
Романовича. Долгие годы он руководил диссертационным советом ИПМ им.
М.В.Келдыша, неизменно поддерживая сильные программистские работы. М.Р. ШураБура был главой ведущей российской научной школы в области программирования. В
1999 он удостоен звания Заслуженный деятель науки Российской Федерации. Им
подготовлено более 30 кандидатов и 8 докторов наук.
М.Р. Шура-Бура является автором свыше 70 научных работ, монографий и
учебников, по которым училось не одно поколение советских программистов.
Михаил Романович Шура-Бура был удостоен многих наград. Он дважды лауреат
Государственной премии СССР (1955, 1978). Награждён орденами Ленина (1990 год),
Трудового Красного Знамени (1956, 1983 годы), «Знак Почета» (1961 год), медалью «За
Победу над Германией» (1945 год) и юбилейными медалями.
Таким был патриарх отечественного программирования Михаил Романович ШураБура — неравнодушный человек, способный наперекор всем обстоятельствам
воплощать в жизнь ярчайшие научные проекты национального масштаба.
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